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1 
Apartment 12A  
 
After spending an hour wandering the neighborhood, Peter Slade decided that he was 
sufficiently late, and walked into the lobby of the building on Park Avenue and 78th Street.  
“Good evening, sir,” said a doorman in maroon uniform and white gloves. Behind him, a 
giant tapestry hung from the high ceiling, next to a flickering gas lamp.  
“Whom are you here to see?”  
Peter had expected to be treated as an interloper, but it seemed that the ill-fitting tweed 
jacket his mother had bought for him earlier that day at the New Rochelle Salvation Army had 
done the trick. He reached into his pocket and extracted the crumpled piece of notebook paper on 
which he had written all the information his cousin had given him about the party. “Apartment 
12A,” he said. 
“And the name, sir?” Peter must have looked at him blankly. “I’m afraid that’s not enough 
information. You could walk into any building on this block and say you wanted to go into 
apartment 12A.” 
For a moment, Peter wished fervently that he were such a young con artist, endowed with a 
purpose much more thrilling than his actual one, as an unwanted guest at the home of one of his 
rich cousin’s classmates. He wondered if he should break into a sprint, confirming his guilt. 
“Next time, do get a name,” said the doorman, before signaling to another uniformed 
figure and picking up a ringing phone.  
“Right this way,” said the second man, beckoning Peter to follow. His black patent leather 
shoes made a sharp series of taps on the white marble floor, echoed faintly by Peter’s sneakers. 
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When they arrived at the elevator bank, he used a small key to open one of the embossed gold 
doors, and ushered Peter inside. Without a word he turned the key in the control panel, and the two 
of them began to climb up to the twelfth floor. 
 “Thanks,” Peter said when they arrived. The man nodded and departed back down. Alone 
on the landing, Peter faced a giant mirror in which he saw himself looking considerably less suave 
than he had hoped. The hair gel he had used was a disappointment. He had attempted a spiky, 
athletic effect, but his head looked as though it were covered with a crop of wet, wilting ferns.  
Reaffirming his commitment not to care what anyone he would meet tonight might think 
of him, he took a few steps toward the door, and, finding it unlocked, turned the knob and walked 
into 12A. 
A loud bass thumped through the dark apartment. Peter found no one as he walked down 
the foyer, which led into an equally empty living room. He looked around, peeking behind a 
wooden armoire and meeting the somber gaze of a young ancestor in a college photograph, and 
then continued toward a light in a further room, in which he heard voices muffled under the music.  
“You’re still a penguin,” a now-audible male voice said as Peter approached the threshold. 
Then came a snort of mirthful acknowledgment, also from a male. 
Peter entered the living room and saw two guys his age on the red upholstery, one wrapped 
up tightly in a quilt on top of his clothing, and the other one sitting on the arm of the couch, 
laughing at his panicked friend. 
“You’re a penguin,” said the shivering kid in the quilt. “When you talk, it’s your voice, but 
what I see is a furry seal-bird in a tuxedo with no nose.” 
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   The one on the arm of the couch continued to shake his head in amusement. He had a 
large spherical head and disappearing blond eyebrows. Noticing Peter, he nodded in greeting. “My 
friend is a little high,” he said. “Just a little.” 
 With mounting anxiety, the kid in the quilt raised his hand to his face with an astonished 
expression. “Man Penguin, why don’t I have any hands?”  
 “This is him after smoking weed. Obviously we are not going to give him the shrooms.” 
“They spray it with Clorox,” moaned the quilt.  
“I doubt that,” said his friend. 
“It’s like you have a hand, and the Penguin has a hand, and I have the outline of a hand, 
but it’s see-through, and it’s only if I touch it that the flesh fills in.” 
Peter was going to ask them if they had seen his cousin, but decided that he was probably 
better off looking for Greg himself. Something about them reminded him of an installation in a 
haunted house. He had the feeling that as soon as he was out of earshot, they would start their 
conversation over again from the beginning.  
 The next room was the kitchen. Condensation on several beers on the marble counter table 
and an ember still burning in a crowded ashtray beside it gave the impression that it had recently 
been vacated.  
Peter was about to turn back around when he noticed a swinging door leading out of the 
kitchen in the other direction. He could see a light on, and heard what sounded like the faint 
rustling of a maraca. 
 “Hello?” He knocked, but there was no answer. The rattling had gotten louder, and he 
pushed gingerly on the door. It gave a few inches. He peeked in and saw a den, carpeted and 
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furnished in a considerably more casual style than the rest of the apartment, but also deserted, and 
with no indication of what had been causing the unusual sound.  He pushed the door open, and 
stepped onto the beige carpet. The door creaked behind him, swaying back into place.  
Movement caught his eye at the same time as he heard a colossal crash, and he turned to 
see, in a small adjacent bathroom, a redheaded girl around his age standing on a stepladder, her 
face pressed up against the upper shelf of a tall medicine cabinet. A plastic prescription bottle had 
fallen and the pink pills it contained were skidding across the floor, gathering in little spinning 
colonies between the blue shag bathmat and the porcelain base of the toilet. Unfazed, the girl was 
examining a different bottle and shaking it.  She found a third bottle, shook that, opened the lids of 
both, and poured the contents of one into the other. 
 “What are you doing?” asked Peter. 
 The girl turned and gave him a slow once-over, making no effort to hide her 
dissatisfaction. She had pointy agile features and her skin was so pale that it gave the impression 
that if one studied her closely enough, he might be able to discern the motion of the cells 
contained behind it. “Switching the pills,” she said. 
 “Why?” 
She seemed amazed that a person could be quite so dense, but answered nonetheless: “If 
you ever have a party, check the next day to make sure your pills are in the right bottles.” With a 
look that indicated surely now you understand that our conversation is over, she turned back 
toward the medicine cabinet. 
“So are you taking those pills?” asked Peter. 
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“Oh, yeah. I’m going to have a sensory explosion with this Rogaine, Viagra and 
Melatonin.” After a moment, she turned back toward him with her hands on her hips. “Okay. 
What?” 
“Nothing.” 
 “Who are you?” she said. 
 “I’m Peter Slade.” 
 She laughed derisively. “Is that supposed to mean something to me? I’m sorry, but you 
sound like a musical number in Grease.” She sang: “Hell-o, I’m Pete-er Slade!” 
“You shouldn’t just switch those drugs. Someone might need those to survive.” 
“Peter Slade, can I help you?” 
“Well, I’m looking for my cousin Greg.” 
“So you’re Cousin Peter Slade. I think you need to add the word ‘Cousin’ to your epithet.” 
 Peter stood dumbly, not wanting to respond or to leave the conversation as its obvious 
loser. “Do you know Greg Alterman?” he said finally. 
“I might. He’s in my class at our brother school.” 
“He told me there was a party here. Doesn’t really seem like there’s a party here.” 
“Not satisfied with the mise-en-scene?” 
 Peter doubted that the girl was making a radical subject change to talking about dinosaurs, 
but had no point of reference for what she had said other than the ‘Pleistocene.’ 
“They went out on a beer run,” she said. “Greg and everybody.” 
 “Why didn’t you say that before?” 
 “I just did say it. Aren’t you persnickety?” 
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 “You’ve got a strange way of talking,” said Peter. 
  She leaned back on her stepladder, and looked at him suspiciously. “Where do you go to 
school?” 
 “New Rochelle High School,” he said, with pride in the place that he had never before 
expressed and which did not at all reflect his true opinion. 
 “You’re Greg Alterman’s cousin from the suburbs?” 
“So?” 
“Can you drive?” 
“Yeah.” 
“Did you drive here?” 
“Yeah.” 
“You said that uncertainly. Did you drive here or did you not drive here? If you took the 
train, then you didn’t drive.” 
“I drove here.” 
 “So your car’s downstairs?” 
 “No.” 
“So you didn’t drive here.” 
Peter looked at the girl and shook his head slightly, as though condemning her for some 
politically incorrect remark. “My mom dropped me off,” he said. 
“Ah. Riddle solved! How did the boy from New Rochelle both drive and not drive into the 
city?” 
“I can’t drive at night for six more months,” said Peter. 
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 She got back up on the stepladder and peered into the recesses of the medicine cabinet for 
something else to sabotage. 
 “Why do you want a car so badly?” he asked. 
 “Who says I want a car? Cars are pollutants. Just so you know, I’m the only person at this 
party who would have any interest in the fact that you’re from out of town. Most of the people in 
this zip code are corrupt and small-minded.” 
 “Is that why you didn’t go on the beer run?” 
 “Getting so personal, Mr. Slade. But no.” She made an exasperated gesture toward the 
ankle boot on her right foot. When Peter still didn’t understand, she took hold of the clunky black 
heel and lifted it up and struck it like a door knocker against the sole. “Broken heel.” She wiped 
the back of her small hand against her forehead, as though the work she was doing in the medicine 
cabinet were hard labor. “How many people need to go on a beer run anyway? Like three people.” 
 “How can they buy beer? Do they have IDs?” 
 “Right. One person who has the ID and two people to carry beer.” She jumped down off 
the stepladder, and picked up a handful of the pills from the floor. Then standing, she said, “Why 
would you ever come all the way in from the suburbs to hang out with Greg Alterman? That is the 
most desperate thing I’ve ever heard. I don’t mean to be rude, you seem like a very nice person, 
but Westchester can’t be so bleak that Greg seems scintillating.” When Peter didn’t respond, she 
continued to scrutinize him. “So what is he, your maternal cousin? Your mom dropped you off 
here, so I guess she’s the one who wants you to hang out with him. What do Greg’s parents do 
again? Oh yeah. Greg’s dad is totally on the board of Brown. Your mom’s a pretty smart woman.”  
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She looked Peter in the eye, lifted an eyebrow, and then dove back down to the tile for 
another handful of pills. 
  Peter was trying to gather together a defense of his mother, who of course was not the 
kind of woman who would ever be that calculating, except in the present case, which this terrible 
girl had correctly analyzed, when the girl stood up again and opened her palm, stained blue and 
pink from the pills she had been handling. A little blue tablet, its sheen dimmed matte on the 
edges, was cupped in her hand. “Viagra. Want it?” 
“No!” 
“Just kidding.” She put it in her pocket. “What does your dad do?” 
“What does your dad do?” 
“You don’t have to be so defensive. I was trying to make conversation and I assumed your 
dad had a job. Though obviously now I’m wondering if he doesn’t.” 
Peter thought of his father in flannel pajamas, insisting on having a compost bin installed 
in their house. Then he thought of his father, face and hands covered with rotted banana and stray 
poppy seeds, exclaiming in jubilation that he had discovered that the purpose of the compost was 
to eat it after it had been fermented, like fine wine. “He’s an inventor,” said Peter. 
“Interesting.” She narrowed one eye as though she were considering him for a very 
important position and hadn’t yet made up her mind. “Do you want to go into the kitchen?” She 
didn’t wait for an answer. She turned on her one heel and limped toward the swinging door, and 
then through it. Peter followed. “I’m an unusual creature in that I feel very comfortable in 
fluorescent light.” She picked up a half-consumed beer from the table and took an impressive 
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gulp. She gestured for Peter to avail himself of one of the others. “Virus dies in sixty seconds,” she 
said. “All these beers are fine.” 
 Peter picked up a Heineken and chugged the rest of it with competitive flourish. 
“Cousin Peter! Cousin Peter!” She chanted. 
 He replaced the beer on the kitchen table and reached for another one. 
 “You sure you want to go to Brown? You’d do so well on the Dartmouth rugby team.” 
Suddenly, Peter heard peels of laughter. Another door he hadn’t noticed before swung 
open and a naked woman in her forties tumbled out, her large, brown-nippled breasts swinging 
loose. She was immediately followed by another naked woman, slightly older, pink and round, 
and then by a naked bearded old man jogging after them, his penis flopping between his thighs 
like a happy baby clapping its hands. 
 “Get out of here!” screamed the redheaded girl.  
 “Camille, don’t yell,” said the second woman. “We’re leaving.” 
“Have you seen my Mint Milanos?” said the man.  
“Mint Milanos!” said the first woman, erupting in more laughter, and pushing the swinging 
door that led back out towards the living room. 
“Holy shit!” said one of the guys in the living room. 
“Someone ate them,” said the man. “I want them replaced.” 
 Cackling the whole way, the three nudists continued through the door, and out of sight. 
 Peter and Camille listened as the two guys in the living room became accustomed to their 
unexpected guests, and then after a lugubrious pause, Camille said, “I’m sorry about that.” 
 Peter took a small sip of the beer in his hand. 
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“Their need to upstage me is pathological.”  
“Do you know those people?” 
“Unfortunately. Two of them are my parents. They’re in deep denial about AIDS. I just 
hope they’re protecting themselves.” 
“What are your parents doing here?” 
“They live here, I guess.” 
 “This is your apartment?” 
 She made a little tada gesture.  
“You’re sabotaging your own medicine cabinet?” 
She shook her head. “I have my own bathroom, en suite in my room.” 
 “If this is your apartment, don’t you have another pair of shoes to change into?” 
“Ah, there is a dramaturg amongst us.” 
Concerned that he had just been the object of a scatological insult, Peter was reminded of 
the naked bodies from a moment before, and began to slide into that panicked state that he 
normally encountered only in the middle of the night, when he had stayed up too late watching 
TV, and had begun to interpret his everyday tiredness as an unmistakable sign of hereditary 
madness come home to roost. 
“Dramaturg,” she said, not impatiently. “It’s a theater term. To answer your earlier 
question, my dad is in the theater. And if you’re wondering whether you can afford an apartment 
like this with money made in the theater, the answer is no.” 
“I wasn’t wondering.” 
“Come on. New Rochelle isn’t that far away.” 
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“Okay, I guess I wondered.” 
“Family money. I wouldn’t recommend it. There are a lot of strings attached.” 
 Looking for something to do, Peter took another impotent sip of his beer. 
“I’m glad that my father has a big penis,” Camille said. “I think I would’ve been really 
devastated if it had turned out to be small. I’m not saying I’m thrilled that I know what its exact 
measurements are, but it’s nice to know that that’s a part of my DNA. If I were a man, I’d 
probably have a really big penis. That makes me feel good. I’m not going to lie, I think about it a 
lot.” Peter folded his arms across his chest helplessly. “Don’t look so prude, Cousin Peter. I’ve 
only ever seen it flaccid. There is no incest in this home. Want to order a pizza?” 
“I’m not hungry,” said Peter. 
“Not for us. For my dad. To see if he’ll get the door naked.” 
“Will he do that?” 
“He has before. Follow me.” She started out of the kitchen, through the third swinging 
door, the one that led directly back into the foyer, and continued down a long hall of what 
appeared to be bedrooms. On the walls hung framed school photographs, many from the 70’s, 
before Camille and Peter were born. Opposite them was a family portrait of three siblings smiling 
on a well-maintained front lawn, accompanied by a much younger version of the naked old man 
from the kitchen. Beside it was a bridal picture of a girl who looked like Camille. Camille saw 
Peter looking, and went back to look with him. “My sister,” she said. “Isn’t she gorgeous? I’m the 
youngest of four.” 
 They continued into her bedroom, which was painted a dark blood red, with black 
moldings. The window, which presumably faced out onto the airshaft, was closed with the blinds 
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shut, and gave off the impression that it was never open. In the middle of the room sat a four-
poster bed draped by a heavy red coverlet with gold threading. “Voilà. Do you think the moldings 
are a little much? They’re new.” 
 She scampered over to the corner of the room and approached the cordless phone. “I have 
my own line.” 
“So who’s going to pay for the pizza?”  
“It’s a prank, Cousin Peter. Don’t be so logistical. I used to do this all the time.” She 
opened up the small combined Yellow Pages and White Pages that was just for the Upper East 
Side and began flipping to the restaurant section. She found a number, giggled, and started dialing. 
She kicked off first her broken shoe, and then its partner. 
 “It’s not really fair to the business if you order a pizza and no one’s going to pay for it.” 
“I’ll pay for it, okay? Shush, it’s ringing.” Camille lay back on her bed, one arm 
outstretched, like a woman in a Titian painting. She smiled conspiratorially at Peter. “A delivery 
please.” She elongated all of the syllables on her tongue. “Yes please. I’d like one large steaming 
hot pie. Extra hot and juicy.”  She was wearing a black sleeveless shirt, and with her free hand, she 
started fiddling with her bra strap, arranging it so it was just visible. “You have my account on 
file. 850 Park Avenue. Apartment 12A.” She winked at Peter. “No, thank you.” She hung up. 
“Done.” She did not rise from her supine position. “What do you want to do now? Sometimes it 
takes half an hour for pizza to come.”  
Peter became aware that he was leaning his back against the wall of Camille’s bedroom, 
and took a few steps closer to her, to regain position. 
“Can I be honest about your hair?” said Camille. 
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 “What about my hair?” 
“You’re going for one of those duck styles, right? Where it gels up in the front like a kind 
of wave?” 
In fact, that was the exact hairstyle that Peter had been trying for and butchered several 
times in the bathroom at his house in New Rochelle, before attempting once more in the passenger 
make-up mirror of his mother’s car. “I’m not going for anything. I know you go to all-girls school, 
so maybe you don’t know this, but guys don’t think about their hair like that.” 
“I’m not saying I like that hairstyle,” said Camille. “Actually, I hate that hairstyle, but I 
would have sort of admired that you aspired to something.  I don’t want to get grandiose, but this 
is the real problem between the sexes and the reason why feminism is doomed to fail. There are so 
few men who are willing to say: yes, I tried to look good; yes, it’s a priority to me to be attractive. 
Do you know how many boys came to our school to audition for the play last spring?” 
“No idea.” 
“Three. Thirty-seven girls auditioned. Do you know what kind of odds those are? If any 
guy actually cared about meeting girls, he would come and audition for a play at an all-girls 
school. My point about your hair is that guys, in my experience, don’t seem to be that great at 
recognizing and taking advantage of a favorable circumstance when it comes along. So you should 
be grateful for your hair, even though you failed with it today, because all my brother’s friends 
started going bald when they were like thirty, and you probably will too.  
“I really didn’t want to come to this party.” 
 “Of course you didn’t. That’s why I like you.” 
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 “I’m not going to go bald!” Peter’s father was bald, and male pattern baldness was a trait 
on the maternal line. It was a fact that Peter thought on often, this concept of getting his male 
genes directly from his mother’s father, and it meant quite a lot to him. 
Camille lifted one of her shoulders, propped herself up on one elbow, tucked her chin 
down toward her collarbone, and swung her blue eyes up toward Peter. “I just mean, appreciate 
something when you have it right in front of you.” 
“Thanks.” 
 “Do you want to fuck?”  
 Peter was silent. These were not the circumstances under which he had expected to lose 
his virginity, but nor was he sure that he could let such an opportunity escape him. More 
importantly, it was not clear to him whether this was an actual offer, or another attempt to ensnare 
and embarrass him. 
She reached into her pocket and clawed out the tiny blue Viagra pill, which now had a 
shred of denim lint clinging on to it. “Don’t forget this.” 
 Peter recoiled. “Do the guys you have sex with really use Viagra?” 
 She placed the pill into a little silver dish on the bedside table, and sat up completely, so 
that her legs were hanging over the side of the bed. “Actually,” she said, “I’ve never had sex with 
anyone before.” Her eyes were certainly blue, but at this proximity, Peter also saw that there was a 
splash of brown in her right eye, like vinegar in oil. She watched him carefully, almost skittishly. 
 Peter laughed. “I know you think I’m dumb because I’m not from Manhattan like you, but 
I’m not that dumb.” 
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  Her amphibian eyes cast downward, toward a run on the ankle of her stockings. She 
stared at it for a moment without speaking before she looked back up at Peter and smiled meanly. 
“Well, it was worth a shot. You are pretty dumb.” She stood up and walked over to the closet. She 
picked out a massive, angora cardigan sweater and started buttoning it all the way to the top. 
“So I guess you don’t actually want to have sex?” Peter said. 
“What? Oh. No.” She reached further into the closet, and pulled out a grey-green trench 
coat, and put that on as well. “I’m not going to have one-night stands with strangers anymore. Sex 
is juvenile anyway. Maybe I’ll start again in college when I meet actually attractive guys.” She 
tied the belt of the trench coat around herself. 
 “Are you going somewhere?”  
“Aren’t you going to find Greg?”  
 “What about the pizza?”  
“I told you, I’ll pay for the pizza.” 
“But we were going to see if your dad was going to answer the door naked.” 
“That’s stupid. I’m sure he won’t. He did do that once. But he was drunk. He’s not drunk 
tonight.” 
 The doorbell rang. It was long and emphatic, the sound of someone leaning on the buzzer. 
 “Aha! The pizza!” said Peter.  
Camille didn’t seem to share his enthusiasm. “It’s too soon for the pizza. Anyway, he 
won’t get it. He’ll just assume it’s someone for me because of the party. This was a stupid plan.” 
 Peter walked to the open door of the bedroom, and looked out down the dark, motionless 
hall. There was another long buzz. 
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“It’s open,” said Camille, as though her quiet voice could carry to the landing. 
 “I’ll go get it,” Peter said. 
 “It was nice to meet you. Good luck at Brown University.” 
 “I’ll be right back. I’m just going to go get the pizza.” On the threshold, he turned back 
toward her sheepishly. “Oh, wait, do you actually have cash? I only get $15 a week.” 
  She opened a jewelry box on a shelf in the closet and pulled out a giant wad of folded 
bills. She peeled off a twenty and handed it to him. 
 “Thanks.” 
  He walked back down the unlit hall, enjoying a momentary fantasy that he was its 
proprietor. The music was still playing loudly, and he wondered that no one had bothered to 
switch it off. It seemed remarkable that in such a building, no one had called to complain.  
  When he opened the front door, he was surprised to see his cousin Greg, with a group of 
seven guys and three girls, all in their zipped-up winter outerwear. 
 “Peter Slade,” said Greg. “Dude, you’re here.” 
  Peter stepped away from the door to let them in. “Come on in.” 
 “Oh no, no, no,” said Greg. “No fucking way are we going back into that freak show.” 
 “I saw her dad’s dick,” said one of the girls behind Greg. “I’m so traumatized.” 
 “Have you been here for a while, Slade?” said Greg. “What, have you been having tea in 
there with her naked fucking family? Let’s go.” 
 “That’s okay,” said Peter. “I’ll stay here. I’m getting picked up here anyway, I mean 
downstairs.” 
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 “Picked up? Sir, sir, sir, I can get you a cab from anywhere. I’m not going to leave my 
flesh and blood in this fucking freak show.” 
 “Quiet,” said Peter. “She can hear you.” 
  One of the kids in the back of the group had pressed for the elevator, and the sound of it 
arriving dinged on the landing. “Elevator’s here,” the kid said. 
 “Come on, Slade.” 
 “That’s okay, Greg.” 
 “The elevator’s here, man,” said Greg. “We’re going.”  
  Peter looked to the twenty-dollar bill in his hand. “I’ve got to–” 
 “Now, motherfucker.” 
  Peter stepped back into the apartment, smoothed the twenty on the sideboard, and left it 
there, underneath a paperweight. A moment later he was in the crowded elevator headed down. 
 “I told you we shouldn’t have gone to a party at her house,” said Greg. “Free booze is not 
worth it.” 
 “You know what she is?” said a tall girl in a yellow down coat. “She’s totally D.V.” 
 Another girl started laughing. “You’re right! She so is.” 
 “You mean like ‘venereal disease’?” Peter asked.  
Everyone in the elevator roared at this.  
 “Are you joking?” said the girl in yellow. “The only way she would get an S.T.D. would 
be, like, from getting her ears pierced, and I’ll bet you anything she got them pierced at, like, her 
pediatrician.” 
 “That’s hilarious.” 
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 “’D.V.’ is an expression of ours,” said the third girl. “It means ‘Dirty Vagina,’ and it’s for 
when you just get kind of a gross feeling about someone.” 
 “Would you borrow their pajamas?” said the girl in yellow. “That’s the test. If you 
wouldn’t, it’s because you kind of know someone’s D.V. Their clean pajamas. If you’re still kind 
of creeped out, even though they’re clean.” 
 Peter was feeling unwell as the elevator got closer to the lobby. “I’d borrow her pajamas,” 
he said quietly. 
 “What?” said Greg. 
 “I’d borrow them. I think her vagina seems clean.” 
 “And you’d look really good in that nice floral print too, faggot,” said Greg, and the 
elevator erupted in laughter again. 
 Peter Slade did not think before he shoved his cousin against the elevator doors just as they 
were opening, tossing him into the lobby. “So what if her dad walks around naked?” he said. 
“That’s not about her.” 
 “Oh, I get it,” said Greg, regaining his balance on the Turkish rug. “Her dad’s a schitzo, 
your dad’s a schitzo, you guys hit it off right away.” 
 “What is even happening right now?” said the girl in yellow. “Is a legitimate fight like, 
literally happening right now?” 
 “I don’t want to be a dick,” said Greg. “But you’re the one who wanted to hang out, so 
what the fuck?” 
 “Actually my mom had to beg me to call you.” 
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 Greg shook his head incredulously. “And mine had to beg me to invite you out. So we’re 
good. See you the next time someone on that side of the family dies.” He turned with his crew and 
walked out. 
 “Are you seriously related to that tool?” said one of the guys. 
 “I have a black cousin,” said one of the others. “Did I ever tell you that?” 
When Peter heard the last of their voices reverberating on the marble, he ambled toward 
the front of the lobby and approached the doorman behind the desk, who glanced up at him with 
complete discretion, as though Peter had not just instigated a skirmish.  
  Peter cleared his throat. “There’s a pizza delivery coming up to apartment 12A. I’d like to 
pay for it with cash down here. Would that be possible?” 
 “Absolutely,” said the doorman. 
  Peter reached into his pocket, and found the piece of crumpled paper on which he had 
written “12A” several hours before. “Do you have a pen by any chance?” 
   Black ink pen in hand, he crossed out his earlier pencil marks and wrote: “Compliments 
of Peter Slade.” Pleased with this, he folded it up and handed it to the doorman along with 
eighteen dollars cash, the full contents of his wallet, enough to take care of pizza, tax and tip. 
“You’ll send this note up with the pizza when it comes?” 
 “Absolutely.” 
 “Would you mind telling the delivery man that if no one comes to the door, he should 
leave the pizza and the note on the doormat?” 
 “I’ll tell him,” said the doorman. 
 “Thanks.” 
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 Peter walked out into the night. His mother was coming to get him in fifteen minutes. As 
he waited for her, he crossed the street and climbed over a low wrought iron fence into the wooded 
median that separated the southbound from the northbound traffic on Park Avenue. From there, 
inhaling the winter air deeply, he leaned back and counted up twelve flights, to the apartment that 
he thought was 12A. The windows were mostly dark, but one was lit. A white gleam on the walls 
suggested that it was the kitchen. Peter hoped that the pizza would arrive when he was still 
watching, and he would see Camille’s little redheaded figure walk into the room, or watch her 
shadow, outstretched on the wall, as she read his note. But his mother’s familiar grey Honda 
turned the corner of 78th Street before the delivery arrived, and he got in. 
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New Decade 
ONE 
I. 
The night I posted an ad on Craigslist was the third consecutive night I smoked a whole 
joint by myself. These weren’t the half-tobacco spliffs of my youth. They were pure medical 
marijuana. One of my roommates had gotten a holiday cookie tin full of joints as a gift from an 
older friend who was dying of liver cancer. With six weeks to live, he had many more than he 
would ever be able to smoke. They were expertly rolled, tight and thin. They might have been 
made by a machine. They were that uniform. My roommate gave me five. I rarely smoked and that 
made her sad. She believed strongly in the liberating power of THC. She thought I was cut off 
from myself. 
The first night, I smoked the joint near my window, looking out over the parking lot at the 
light pollution of Hollywood Boulevard. The upstairs roommates were having people over. I 
joined conversations and then left them abruptly, claiming I had something important to do in the 
other room. 
The second night, I drifted into a cocoon of well-being. I lay on my bed in the dark, 
watching one of the searchlights of a nearby premiere circle the sky. I imagined that I was lying 
inside of a grapefruit, and fell asleep, sure that anything I did would be a triumph if I put my mind 
to it, that the world was pliable to my will and my desires, not the other way around. 
The third night, it felt unnatural sleeping in a bed alone: I’m twenty-three years old, it’s the 
fucking prime of my life. For several months, reading Craigslist ads had been a hobby of mine. But 
what was the difference, really, between me and the desperate people who posted personal ads? 
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There was no difference. I wrote one and titled it, “Summer Affair.” I remember feeling proud of 
it, that it was sensual without being crude. Months later I looked for it, but it had been deleted.  
Even you didn’t keep a copy. That was strange. You were a collector of things. It was the 
sort of thing I would think you would have saved.   
 
II. 
Within hours, I had a page of responses. There was a man who lived not far from me and 
was a good writer, but alluded ominously to his “condition.”  There were a few pictures of 
penises, against a bathroom sink, in a bathroom mirror, foregrounded by a distant pair of feet. 
Again there were the demands for “pix,” as though it was outrageous that I had posted an ad on 
the internet and not included an identifying self-portrait. And then there was another response: 
“…The irony is that I don't know if I'd really want to date someone who responded to an ad -- it's 
all a little too earnest, a little too 21st century, strangely inorganic. And yet I feel compelled to 
read through the ads, a little self-consciously and, like you said, for the sake of voyeurism -- when, 
you know, there aren't any decent reality shows on TV.”  
 
You had clearly done a draft or two of the email, and I found that charming. The sardonic 
aside about reality television passed for wit. You didn’t attach a picture, which showed that you 
had standards. You said you were good-looking (“’hot’ even, as you requested.”), and for some 
reason I believed it. You were a twenty-two-year-old senior at a good college just out of town. I 
had used an anonymous email address. There was nothing to lose.  
Within the first few emails, we each confessed that we had lied about our ages. You were 
really twenty-one. I had claimed to be twenty-four, worried that if I put my true age, a colleague 
would be able to identify me somehow. 
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I was surrounded by people, but the things I told you at night, the small things, the 
inconsequential details, would have been boring to tell to anyone else. The fact that you didn’t 
know me and still responded made you seem like a good listener. I played games with you. I’d 
write something flirtatious and then disappear for a week. I wrote you at two a.m., told you I’d 
driven home drunk, told you I never wanted to meet. You still wrote me back. You were patient 
and forgiving. You liked me enough to stick around. 
It turned out you were on the East Coast for the summer, so that was why you hadn’t 
pressed to meet “irl” earlier. I was surprised. I was from the East Coast. I didn’t think you would 
be. Then one day you mentioned exactly where you were. I was stunned. You were in the 
Connecticut city where I had gone to college. Your father was a professor there. I immediately 
turned off my computer. I felt confused, paranoid, as I had the time I sat next to a girl on a 
Greyhound bus who told me she had just won a Rhodes Scholarship. I was sure she was a con 
artist until the next day when I saw her picture in the paper.  
 
III. 
We were going to have brunch on a Sunday at the end of summer. As soon as I heard the 
voicemail he left me, I wanted to get out of it. There was nothing wrong with his voice; I just 
hadn’t quite realized until then that he was a real person. I didn’t want to meet anyone from the 
internet. I called my best friend and confessed. I told her we had exchanged a couple of emails. 
Really it had been fifty-two, but I didn’t want her to know that much about my life in Los 
Angeles. She gave me simple advice: cancel it.  
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About once a month that autumn, I got a text from him asking if I wanted to have coffee, 
just as friends. Each time, I either didn’t respond, or said I wasn’t free. In truth, it was a very busy 
time for me. I had gotten a break in my career. I was the youngest writer on a television show. 
People in the industry were starting to introduce themselves to me at parties and say they’d love to 
get together some time and talk shop.  
In early December, as I sat at a red light on Western and Wilshire, he texted me and said it 
was his last attempt. He was going to be in Echo Park on Saturday night. Was there any chance I 
was free? I was listening to the radio at top volume and had earlier consumed two cups of Yerba 
Matte. I had recently received a check for more than all my previous life’s income combined. 
Buoyant and generous, I told him sure.  
On my way to meet him, I stopped by my apartment to take off the earrings I was wearing. 
I was living in a different place now. The roommates from our big house had all dispersed. I could 
afford a place in the Silverlake Hills now. I changed into some baggy corduroys. I had a feeling I 
was looking very well and I didn’t want him to be too disappointed that he had no chance with me.  
 
IV. 
I had forgotten everything about our correspondence until I walked though the swinging 
door into the coffee shop just off Sunset and Alvarado and saw you sitting at one of the tables. It 
doesn’t matter what you were wearing. You were wearing a long-sleeved denim shirt, but it had 
nothing to do with what you were wearing. You were attractive, with angular features and 
expressive eyes, but it wasn’t that. I had kept a diary as a teenage girl. I wrote in it often, carefully. 
Sometimes at night, I wrote in it with the lights off. In the morning, I would marvel at my giant 
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wobbly handwriting. As soon as the door shut behind me, and you looked up from your 
schoolwork, it was as though that diary had taken a male form and walked into my life.  
 “Great to finally meet you,” I said, but small talk sounded instantly stale. You smiled, as 
though you knew me better than that, and stood up to buy me a cup of coffee. The caffeine went 
straight to my head. After two hours, when I meant to say, “It was nice to meet you,” I 
accidentally said, “Let’s have dinner.” 
We drove to a nearby Oaxacan restaurant. I had never been on a date before that no one 
knew about. I felt weightless, unencumbered, like a child who has left a doll in bed in her place 
and snuck out the window. We got into an argument about how English Literature should be 
taught. I had a more canonical approach. You didn’t think dead white men had anything to teach 
you.  
You showed me the scar from when you tried to kill yourself and told me what medication 
you took. “I don’t want to make any more mistakes,” you said. “I can’t fuck up again.” 
 “You’re very young,” I said.  
“Take it easy on me.” 
In the parking lot, you tried to kiss me. I pushed you away and you tried again. “It’s not a 
good idea,” I said. Among other reasons, there was another guy, a filmmaker named Jake who 
reminded me of what I thought my father had been like at my age. I’d been pursuing him, and we 
were finally going to go out on a real date that week.  
I drove you back to your car and you were sullen. “Why did you post an ad on Craigslist?” 
you asked. 
“I don’t know.” 
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When I got back to my apartment, I called you and apologized. I said I didn’t know what I 
was doing, that it had been an overwhelming few months for me. I was afraid of turning into a 
Hollywood cliché. I was afraid of becoming more successful than my parents.  
I sent you a Facebook friend request the next day and got a one-line message back from 
you: “Please don’t contact me again.” 
 
V. 
Please don’t contact me again was all I could think about on my date with Jake. 
We ordered dinner. Please don’t contact me again. 
He stood in my living room, talking about a movie he wanted to make that would subvert 
the very foundations of narrative. Soon we were kissing, first in the doorway, and then in my 
bedroom. I told him I had work early the next day, which wasn’t strictly true. He sent me a 
romantic text from my driveway. Please don’t contact me again. 
 
VI. 
I emailed you to ask if we could go out on a real date. I said I would drive out to 
Claremont, where you went to school. You wrote me back a long missive, full of judgmental 
sophomoric reproach that I skimmed over, because at the end you said you were free on Tuesday. 
The restaurant you chose in town seemed to be the one where people went with their 
parents. Our conversation was stilted and you didn’t drink. At the end of the night, I almost had to 
force myself to go to your dorm room. The moment before we touched, you looked like a little 
boy to me, and I was sure I would feel nothing.  
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That wasn’t what happened.  
In the morning, you rolled over and said I was the best fuck of your life, but I didn’t have 
to say I loved you for a couple more days. 
 
TWO 
You went east for a month-long Christmas break right after we started sleeping together. 
Obviously it was a mistake to continue to see Jake. I told you about him on the phone one night 
and you just said, “Make sure it’s over by the time I get back there.” 
The day I was supposed to come pick you up at the Burbank airport, I took Jake to a coffee 
shop near my office and I told him that I’d been seeing someone else. I thought he would storm 
out, furious, but he sat there calmly with his green tea and told me it was okay with him if I ended 
it with you right away. I told him I was about to pick you up at the airport. He said to break up 
with you there. I had always said I wanted a dominating man, but I was put off by his tone. His 
legs were very far apart in his chair. I told him okay. Maybe he was right. My parents had already 
been together for three years by the time my mother was twenty-three.  
As soon as I saw you at the outdoor luggage console, I knew I wasn’t going to be able to 
break up with you at the airport. We drove to a Cuban restaurant in my neighborhood with pink, 
stenciled walls. Before we got out of the car, you said, “Wait a second,” and kissed me across the 
gear shift. We got drunk on Sangria and then you climbed into my bed.  
The next morning, I told you that I had decided to stay with Jake. You were horrified and 
ran out of my apartment with only one shoe on. I came down and found you sitting on the curb. I 
was your ride, so I drove you back to Claremont. When we stopped at a gas station, you put the 
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fuel in my car for me, and I was suddenly afraid I had fallen in love with you. I stopped returning 
Jake’s calls.  
 
THREE 
I. 
In February, you broke up with me over the phone. You said it freaked you out how I had 
acted with Jake. You weren’t over it. You couldn’t trust me. I said Jake was no one, but you said 
you had made up your mind. You thought I had Hollywood values. I was too superficial to even 
realize how superficial I was.  
I took a xanax and got into the shower with a bottle of white wine. We were in Post on my 
episode and I stayed at the studio late each night, listening as the composer and producer finalized 
the score.  
A few days later, angry, sad, I called you up on the phone and told you everything that was 
wrong with you, every last emasculating detail I could summon. I was smoking a cigarette and 
prowling back and forth on the patio.  
 “Well, what do you want me to do?” you said, swallowing your words, close to tears. 
 “Come in and see me,” I said.  
 “Tonight?”  
 It was Valentine’s Day.  
“Oh, I’m sorry,” I said. “Do you have other plans?” 
 You drove in. I tried to be as civil as possible, but eventually I threw a quesadilla in your 
face at an El Pollo Loco. I had not had an appetite all day but suddenly, in your proximity, I 
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realized I was famished. With great dramatic zest, I was dipping a one-dollar quesadilla into a 
plastic tub of tomatillo sauce, trying without success to make you agree to get back together.  
You said I wasn’t what you thought I’d be like from my emails. You didn’t want to be with 
someone like me.  
I said, “Who cares about my emails?”  
You said maybe the problem was that I didn’t come into this with any expectations, but 
you did. You came into it with high expectations.  
“You didn’t know me before,” I said. 
“Yeah,” you said. “Maybe that’s the problem. Now I do.” 
 The wedge of the quesadilla that I threw at you did not have tomatillo sauce on it. It was 
such a timid toss really, hardly a throw, more of an exclamation point. 
You stood up to go. “That’s enough,” you said. “I’m done.” 
 It was after midnight, so technically not Valentine’s Day anymore. We were the only 
people left in El Pollo Loco. The cashier was mopping up the floor.  
 “No, please,” I said. “I love you.” 
 Finally you kissed me, on the street in front of a crowded bus stop. In your arms, I felt as 
light as a titanium bicycle.  
II.  
 April. I could have taken a date to the premiere party of my show, but I was nervous about 
the idea of introducing you to everyone. You could be erratic. There were the marks on your arms. 
When you were a cutter, you had purposely chosen conspicuous places to injure yourself.  It was a 
few years since you’d done that, but the scars were still dark and fleshy. You wore them defiantly, 
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like war medals. 
  I told you no one was bringing a date. Unfortunately, the editor wrote on my Facebook 
page that he was looking forward to introducing me to his wife. You didn’t tell me you had seen 
this until the evening of the party. I was putting on my mascara, already wearing my dress, when 
the phone rang. I thought it was the car downstairs.  
“Hi,” I said. There was silence on the other end of line. “Hello?” 
“Have fun at your event,” you said. “Will you be the only person without a date? I hope 
not. I hope they’ll be some other single people for you to flirt with.” 
“I’m sure there will be,” I said. “I can always find a way.”  
You didn’t laugh. “Why are you ashamed of me?”  
“I’m not.” 
“I know you want to date someone rich and impressive. I know you don’t want to date 
someone who has problems. You’ve made that abundantly clear.” 
“Simon, that’s not true, and now’s not the time. That’s the cab on the other line.” 
“You’re selfish. You want to be the powerful one, that’s why you like me, but you hate my 
vulnerabilities.” 
“No, I don’t. Pull yourself together.” 
“Q.E.D.” You laughed meanly. “It’s why you treat me like shit. You want to toughen me 
up. Well, if you want someone tough, go back to Jake.” 
“Will you stop about Jake?” 
“If he’d still take you. He probably doesn’t want a slut. What, were you worried I was 
going to wear a short-sleeved shirt and show off my scars?” 
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“No.” 
“Is that why you didn’t want to bring me to the premiere? I’ve never been to a premiere. I 
would have really enjoyed going.”  
“It’s work.’” 
“You’re a sell out.” 
“I’m going to be late.” 
Halfway to the venue, I realized that I’d forgotten to put on lipstick. “Fucking Simon,” I 
said aloud. I tried to have a good time at the party. An hour in, I looked at my phone, and saw that 
I had sixteen missed calls. 
I had to go outside to call him. When he didn’t pick up, it took me fifteen minutes to track 
down a phone number for the only one of his friends I’d ever met, to ask her to go check and make 
sure he wasn’t hurting himself. I missed the part of the evening where they showed the blooper 
reel. There was some footage of me in the craft service truck playing with candy. When it came 
on, the Executive Producer was at the microphone and asked the crowd where I was. 
Livid, I got so drunk I vomited in the bathroom. I hit on someone’s husband. I hoped no 
one had noticed, but I wasn’t sure. When I got a taxi to go home, I saw that Simon had texted me: 
“Don’t flatter yourself.” 
III. 
The next day, he left me a desperate message. He was upset. He couldn’t eat. He couldn’t 
sleep. He concluded with an apology: “I’m sorry, I know this isn’t about you.”  
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I went out and told everything to a screenwriter I knew. She said I couldn’t respond to him. 
She said he was like a little oyster that thrived on conflict. I had to suffocate it by cutting him off 
completely.  
On my way home, I was pulled over because I had a taillight out. The officer came and 
took my license and I waited for ten minutes, the floodlights of the squad car reflecting off of my 
side mirrors right into my eyes. I had drunken at least a bottle of wine and I wondered if this was 
going to be the moment when I would get severely punished for my mistakes. Finally the cop 
came back and told me I wouldn’t get a citation if I went to a mechanic right away. Later that 
night, I got another message: “What if we were roommates? We could see each other every day. 
We could build trust. Sometimes I’m afraid you’re going to kill me, strangle me.” 
It seemed cruel not to respond. I imagined the poor little oyster, begging for nourishment, 
and my giant hands sealing it inside a zip-lock bag. I listened to his messages again and again. At 
night, I dreamed I was with him. We were playing mini-golf or eating slushies. I only remembered 
the good parts. 
 
FOUR 
I. 
It’s almost seven p.m. on a hot day in late July and I’m having people over for dinner: two 
sisters, who are friends of my family, the fiancé of one of them, and my new boyfriend, Adam. I 
don’t love Adam. I hardly even like him. It’s an ethical nightmare that I spend nearly every night 
with him. I have never even seen his apartment. He always stays with me. I have dreams about 
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Simon covered in seaweed, drowning me in seafoam. When I wake up, it helps to have Adam 
there. He has a bigger build than Simon. He has more chest hair. He’s an architect.  
I haven’t started the pasta salad I am supposed to make. I manage to pull off the act of 
happy new girlfriend when I’m with Adam, but as soon as he disappears, I’m inconsolable again. 
My show has been cancelled. Ostensibly, I’m writing a pilot. I give untrue updates about its 
progress to my agent. Sometimes I wrestle with an old futon and pretend it’s Simon. I hit him in 
the chest and tell him I hate him. Then I let him fall back on top of me, and feel his weight. If I 
didn’t have Adam, it would be much worse. I’m nicer to Adam than I’ve ever been to any man.  
One of the few things I have accomplished over the summer is having a landline installed. 
It’s a turquoise rotary phone I ordered on eBay. I’m looking at the ingredients for the pasta salad, 
inert, when its baritone ring reverberates in the apartment. 
“Hello?” 
“It’s Simon.” 
It’s been painstaking work to try to forget this, but it’s instantaneous to remember. It’s as 
though the blood is coming back into my body. “Hi.” 
“Listen. I think I can get over you if I have to, but I’m calling to see if we could give it 
another shot. I’m moving back to L.A. in the fall. I’ll have my own apartment. If you tell me you 
don’t want to hear from me, I’ll forget about it, I really will.” 
“Don’t forget about it.” 
“Really?” 
“I’m sick of not saying it. I still love you. I dream about you every night. And the nights 
when I’m not dreaming about you, I wake up disappointed.”  
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“I’m so glad I called.” 
The doorbell rings. It’s Adam. He’s downstairs. He starts calling my cell phone. 
“When are you coming back here?” I ask, ignoring the sound. “Actually, it doesn’t matter. 
My feelings won’t change.”  
“September,” you say. “Maybe we could live together when I’m there.”  
My cell phone rings again. I hit ignore again. “I’ll look for places,” I say. “Craigslist.” 
“For everything, Craigslist.” 
I tell you I’m coming east soon and I’ll be too busy with family to see you there, but our 
life together in California will be all I’m thinking about.   
When I hang up, Adam has been downstairs for eleven minutes. He is sitting beside the 
entrance to the building, reading a book. I apologize and pretend to be scatterbrained. He smiles 
and says it’s fine.  
All throughout dinner, I’m ecstatic and can barely eat. My jokes are hilarious. Before I 
sleep with Adam that night, I look at myself in the mirror and think, This may be the last time you 
ever sleep with someone who’s not Simon. Enjoy it.  
 
II. 
Those weeks in New England, with my family, thinking about you, those were golden 
weeks.  
I called you from the beach once, from a pay phone because there was no cell service. You 
said, “When can I see you?” The next time we spoke, you said the same thing. “September is too 
far away,” you said. Meet me. Come meet me in Connecticut. I can’t wait until September. 
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 I had two days in New York, at the end of the trip. Meeting you on the first day was out of 
the question. I was busy with my mother, and in the evening, I had plans with friends I hardly ever 
saw. The second day, I had dinner with my grandfather and his wife in the evening, but a few 
hours in the afternoon were open.  
“I guess I could meet in New York,” I emailed you.  
 You said you couldn’t come all the way into the city. You were still doing work for one of 
your classes. You told me you had graduated, but it turned out you had a lingering incomplete. 
 Then we can’t meet, I wrote. 
 Please. Please. You calculated which stop was halfway between us on the Metro-North 
train line and suggested that we meet there. “I just want to see you,” you wrote. 
“What are we going to do for an hour in South Norwalk?” I wrote.  
“I just want to see you.” 
 
III. 
 As soon as I got on the train, I knew it was a bad idea. The trip to South Norwalk was an 
hour each way and I only had four hours before I needed to be at a French restaurant on the Upper 
West Side. I was filled with dread. The train would derail. I would get mugged in South Norwalk. 
I would be stabbed on the street. My mother would read the news and feel sad for the victim, 
never for a moment considering that it might be her own daughter. Because what would I have 
been doing on the Metro North? Why on earth would I ever be in South Norwalk? Doing the 
inexplicable in California felt like an adventure. In New York, it felt like a death wish. 
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 I was in a state of extreme agitation by the time we arrived at the station. You stood on the 
platform, waiting for me. Your train had gotten in fourteen minutes earlier. You were smiling 
crookedly, moved by the sight of me, but I felt as though I had been dropped into this scene in a 
vacuum. I did my best to pretend, remembering all those tearful days in my living room longing 
for you, but you saw right through me.  
“Disappointed with me already?” were the first words out of your mouth. 
 “No.” 
 “Then what?”   
“I told you we should have just waited and met in Los Angeles.” 
“What’s wrong with us seeing each other?” 
“Because I told you I didn’t want to. I feel like a tramp. I feel like a gay guy meeting 
someone for sex in a rest stop bathroom.” 
“I’m sure you’re more fucking annoying than a gay guy in a rest stop. And I’m going to 
guess, more prude.” 
“Is that what you want to do? Have sex with me here in one of the unisex, handicap 
bathroom stalls? I’m done with that!” We had once had sex in my car in the parking lot of a Jiffy 
Lube. For weeks afterwards, I had been checking homemade porn web sites to make sure no 
security camera footage of us had turned up.  
“I just wanted to see you.” 
“So, you’re seeing me.” I smiled curtly. 
“This is great,” you said. “I have work to do. I still have an incomplete. I didn’t need to 
come down here for no reason.” 
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“So let’s just forget about it. Let’s just pretend it didn’t happen and meet in California.” 
“How do I know it won’t be like this in California too?” you said. 
“It won’t.” 
“It won’t? Last time we talked, you were very romantic about me. Now you look like you 
ate a fucking lime.” 
“I’ll pick you up at the airport in L.A. It’ll be like old times.” 
“Old times weren’t so great, if you remember correctly.” 
“It’ll be new times.” 
“So far, new times are even worse.” 
“Okay, you’re right. I’m sorry. Let’s start over.” 
You started walking toward the cafe you had found on Chowhound, where you wanted us 
to have coffee. I trailed behind you. For twenty of our allotted eighty minutes in South Norwalk, 
we didn’t speak. 
“So what’s been going on?” you said once we were seated. We had forty minutes left, 
which included the walk back to the train station. 
“Not too much.” 
We both drank our coffees resentfully. Then there were only thirty minutes left. 
“Things aren’t different in different places,” you said. 
“This is a lot of pressure. I haven’t seen you in a long time.” 
“So you should be excited to see me.” 
“That’s not how I am.” 
“Well, then how you are sucks.” 
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“The truth is, I’m anxious because I didn’t tell my parents I was coming up here.” You 
scoffed.  
“What am I supposed to tell my parents? That I met someone on Craigslist?” 
“I don’t give a fuck what you tell your parents. Tell them we met at a party.” 
The implication hung in the room, inescapable: at a party, I never would have been 
interested in you. At a party, I would have known you were weird. 
At twenty minutes left, we started walking back toward the platform. 
At ten minutes left, I was crying on a bench. “Why did this happen? I love you, I swear I 
love you. I’ll see you in California still, right?” 
“Think of me as a kind of as a sacrifical lamb to the altar of your next relationship.” 
“I don’t want a next relationship.” 
We saw my train coming. 
“Cheer up,” you said.  
And I did feel better as soon as I boarded.  
 
IV. 
Simon sends me an e-mail that tells me he’s not moving to L.A. anymore because he’s 
gotten a job in New York. He hopes that I’ll be back there someday and we can try again, though 
he says of course he has no real expectation that I want that. He sends me emails whenever there’s 
anything new about me on the Internet. I’m convinced that he has a Google Alert out on my name.  
 
FIVE 
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I. 
I have moved back to New York. Now my job is to drive around the host of a reality show. 
With the distance of time, it’s clear that my career has taken a major downturn, but in the moment, 
I hardly realize. I’m just glad to have something to do that starts before dawn, and goes until late. I 
get paid so little that even with the minimal rent I’m paying for an apartment in Bed-Stuy where 
the back door doesn’t lock, I have to dig into my savings.  
In the middle of one night, when I’m online reading the Wikipedia pages of writers I 
admire, I get a message from Simon: 
“…The irony is that I don't know if I'd really want to date someone who responded to an ad -- it's 
all a little too earnest, a little too 21st century, strangely inorganic. And yet I feel compelled to 
read through the ads, a little self-consciously and, like you said, for the sake of voyeurism -- when, 
you know, there aren't any decent reality shows on TV.”  
 
While I am trying to craft a reply, he sends me another message, this one just a picture of a 
terrier. 
“What is this?” I write back. 
“Looks like your parents’ dog, right? So cute. I want to meet it.” 
“This dog?” 
 “Your parents’ dog!” 
I have not seen him in a year. He’s never met my parents and he knows there’s no way I’m 
going to invite him over to meet their dog. But somehow I write, “I’m actually dog-sitting for 
them this weekend.” 
 “Oh. So why don’t I come over and meet him then?” 
 “It’s a girl. Don’t be dog-sexist.”  
 “I’ll bring her a pink bow and a Barbie dog. Barbie doll.” 
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 “Tomorrow’s Tuesday. I said the weekend.” 
 “Okay,” he types. “The weekend it is.”  
Then he signs off. 
 
II. 
  At my parents’ apartment, you attempt to make a pasta sauce using some frozen sausage 
my parents have in the freezer. You are stabbing the pan with so much force that you bend back 
the tip of one of their good knives. As we eat, I have a paranoid fantasy that it wasn’t actually bent 
back – it broke off, and is lost somewhere in our food. One of us will swallow it and have to go to 
the hospital. That doesn’t happen. But the next morning, when I wake up beside you, I feel like I 
could use an IV drip. My blood feels lethargic, like molasses. You leave early to go to work, and 
tell me my hair smells like two years ago. I can’t drag myself out of the apartment until 3 p.m. I go 
to Whole Foods, and heap everything I see from the salad bar onto my tray. When I get back to the 
apartment, the dog gives me a betrayed look. I go to hold her, and she scrambles away. 
 
III. 
I tell myself that I’m an adult and this behavior has to stop. I never want to be in a room 
with you again. But one night in August, when it’s 100° out, you text me while I’m out drinking. 
I’m not on the pill anymore, but I’m so desperate for you to come inside of me that I invest in a 
strange foam. I show up at your apartment in Crown Heights. By this point, empty, wistful lust 
should have replaced passion, but somehow, that’s not the case. We treat each other like beloved 
enemies. You kiss me and get me a glass of water. When we’re done, you put the foam on your 
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face like it’s shaving cream, and break out in hives. I tell you I’m worried that if we stay together, 
at least one of us will turn into the kind of person who goes to the emergency room with an orange 
lodged in his rectum and a totally incredible story about having accidentally sat on it. You say if 
we stay together, it’ll mean you’ve had a small stroke. This time, it only takes three hours to enact 
an abbreviated version of the tragicomedy we both know so well.  
 
SIX 
I. 
In December, Simon calls me to tell me he’s leaving town. He’s going to Nicaragua for 
four months to build huts and he doesn’t think he’ll move back to New York when he returns. He 
asks if I want to have a drink. As I get dressed to meet him, I’m aware that it’s the opposite of 
what I did almost exactly two years ago, when we met for the first time: I find my nicest earrings. 
I open one of the samples I have of expensive face cream. I change into black stockings. 
 An hour later, I walk into the bar he has chosen, near where he lives. He never used to 
know bars, but this place is nice. We sit at a small table with a candle between us. It’s hard to 
believe that we’ve both been in the same city for over a year now, and we’ve only seen each other 
a handful of times.  
He insists on paying for our drinks. “Here’s to our two-year anniversary!” he says. “Just 
kidding.” 
 We both agree we will never meet anyone on Craigslist ever again. But I laugh and tell 
him I don’t believe him. I know he’ll be back there, trolling for another victim. 
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“Listen,” he says, “I wanted to say I’m sorry. I know you didn’t want me emailing you and 
calling you all the time. I need to get better at being respectful.” 
“It’s not just your fault,” I said. “I was always sending you mixed messages because I liked 
hearing from you.” I’ve hardly touched my drink, but he is nearly done with his. I have a holiday 
party I promised I’d attend, and I am starting to look at my watch with dismay, knowing there is a 
finite amount of time I can spend with him.  
“You don’t have to say that,” he says. 
 “Simon, you know it’s true.” 
 “I wish it had been different,” he says. “But how many times can we fail at the same 
thing? Isn’t that the definition of insanity? Doing the same thing repeatedly, and hoping for a 
different result?” 
 “I don’t think I ever really tried,” I say. “I never wanted it to work out, not really.” 
“You didn’t?” he says. 
“I think I was afraid of getting too involved.” I’m leaving town too. I’m doing a Birthright 
trip to Israel, and then traveling in Europe for three weeks by myself. I have decided to spend the 
rest of my savings from the show. “I would try in a different way now.” The holiday party I need 
to go to is my last opportunity to see my roommate before I leave town, and I need to give her a 
check. 
 “I wish I didn’t have to go,” I say. “How about I go to this thing for an hour, and then text 
you afterwards, and we can keep talking?” 
 “I’d like that,” he says. “Yes. You promise?” 
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II. 
An hour into the party, I texted Simon: “Okay. Where should I meet you?” 
 When I didn’t hear from him, I stayed a little longer. Our conversation had left me in a 
sparkling mood. I was the life of the party. All my jokes hit. When I went home, I sent another 
text: “I’m also free tomorrow. Just packing. Call me anytime.” 
 When it had been twenty-four hours since my text, I forwarded him an invitation to a New 
Year’s Eve party. I wanted to demonstrate how different things would be now. I would bring him 
places with me. We would be a couple. 
 The next day, when I still hadn’t heard from him, I wrote an email telling him in the 
plainest language I could that I loved him still, and that maybe it was time, that maybe all the 
conflict we’d endured could be the foundation of a stable life together. Maybe the most important 
thing is a shared fantasy, I wrote. 
When I hadn’t heard from him by evening, I went to the party alone. After 1 a.m., I 
remembered that I had wanted to give a speech at midnight: “This is our decade,” I had wanted to 
say to my friends. Most of us were twenty-six. Think of what would happen to us in the next ten 
years. We would get married and have children. We would either change the world, or we 
wouldn’t. “This isn’t my decade,” said one girl bitterly. She was already in her thirties. I think I 
had flirted with her boyfriend earlier in the night, but I wasn’t sure.  
For the first time since I was sixteen, I didn’t stay out past two a.m. on New Years’ Eve. I 
took the subway home alone and watched all the drunk people, people kissing, people setting off 
streamers. 
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The morning came and went. By this point, I knew I was not going to hear from Simon. I 
wrote him a short, formal email, wishing him a good time in Nicauragua. My flight to Tel Aviv 
was the next evening.  
I made a play list for myself that was just Nina Simone’s “Feeling Good” over and over 
again until it filled the whole page of my itunes. Every time, I drifted into despair for the first forty 
seconds of the weary a capella, but every time, when the trombones, piano and drums swelled, it 
was just enough for me to continue watering the plants and ironing the bedding, preparing my 
room for the subletter. 
Everything was over, and nothing was. 
I went to Israel. 
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Diamond District 
 
Will Kemper and Ira Rich stood on the busy corner of 47th Street and Fifth Avenue. It was 
an overcast February afternoon. The two childhood friends, now both bankers in their early 
thirties, had not seen each other for several months. 
“You’re my best man,” said Ira. “I need you to help me pick out a ring.”  
“What?” Will said, so loudly that a hotdog vendor on the corner looked up from his cart in 
alarm. “You just met this girl.” 
“And it’s love.” 
“Who is she?” 
 “She’s Russian. Twenty-two years old. Private Equity. She’s gorgeous. She’s Jewish. I 
met her in December and haven’t spent a night alone since.” 
“Does she have a name?” 
“Lydia.” Ira reached into his briefcase, unzipped a compartment, and pulled out a fat stack 
of hundred dollar bills wrapped up in a rubber band. “She wants six kids, and so do I. This is 
$16,000.” 
“Jesus!” 
“Turn around.” 
Bewildered, Will did as he had been told. He hadn’t noticed before, but the corner where 
Ira had asked to meet him was on the edge of the Diamond District. From Fifth Avenue to Sixth 
Avenue, 47th Street was nothing but jewelry stores. In his shock Will managed only to say, “You 
can’t buy a ring with a credit card?” 
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“You can get a better deal with cash.” 
“You can’t just buy a ring,” Will said. “That’s not how it works.” 
“That’s exactly how it works.” 
 “Why rush into it?” 
 “Don’t you understand what I’m telling you?” Ira said. “I don’t know what I’m going to 
do with myself in between when I buy this ring and when I can give it to this girl.”  
Will felt suddenly offended on behalf of his girlfriend, Carolyn. This would be awkward 
for all of their unmarried friends in relationships. It was just like Ira to do something for effect that 
would end up having real-life consequences for other people. “I’m not the guy for this,” he said. 
“You are. You’re a man of great taste.” 
 “Listen,” said Will. “I don’t want to.” 
But Ira was already moving into the crowd on 47th Street.     
    # 
“Very beautiful,” said the salesgirl. “VS1 clarity.” She handed the ring to Ira, who took it 
between his index finger and thumb. “Very beautiful,” she repeated. She was Greek or Armenian, 
and she was smiling with an expression that verged on a leer.  
Flirtation was at the heart of commerce in the Diamond District. As soon as they had 
turned off of Fifth Avenue, the atmosphere had changed dramatically. It was like the Third World. 
Women and men stood outside of every store, beckoning the customers inside with claims that 
theirs were the largest inventories at the lowest prices. Will assumed that Ira had done some 
preliminary research, but he seemed as much of a novice as Will. “Let’s go into that one,” he had 
said capriciously about the store in which they now found themselves. It was the biggest. It had a 
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second mezzanine level, though thankfully they were on the ground floor, close enough to the 
front door to back out of it if the salespeople became too pushy. Will had the feeling that his body 
language had assumed a diagonal, leaning away from the salesgirl and toward the double doors 
that led back out on to the street.  
“Is this platinum?” Ira asked. 
“High quality platinum,” she said. “The best.” 
“What do you think?” Ira asked Will. 
“It looks like silver to me.” 
“Platinum,” said the girl. “I can try it on for you, if you’d like.” 
Ira said that he would like that, and the salesgirl slipped the ring on to her right hand. She 
already had a giant glimmering diamond on her left. Will wondered what the psychology was 
behind having the salesgirl wear a ring like that. He was highly skeptical that it was actually hers. 
The rows and rows of glass cases displaying jewels reminded Will of a casino, and the submissive, 
encouraging nods of the salesgirl recalled nothing if not a stripper. The establishment probably 
hoped that men would instinctively want to buy a ring bigger than the one she wore in order to 
impress her. There was also a sense of competition: on the off chance that she really was married, 
the husband of an Armenian girl in retail was able to afford a ring that big; are you really going to 
buy something more modest? Your girlfriend says she’s a feminist, but doesn’t she really want to 
walk into a room and have the biggest rock there?  
Ira was lapping it up. “Looks gorgeous on you,” he said. 
“I feel beautiful wearing it,” the salesgirl said. “Loved.” 
“Very sexy,” Ira said.  
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“So you met her at the office?” Will said. “Lydia.” 
Ira nodded. He had the salesgirl’s hand in his and was examining the ring from every 
angle. “I love how endless it is,” he said to her. “Like mirrors into mirrors.” 
She murmured harmoniously. 
“We’re in different departments,” said Ira, again to Will. “We were both waiting for cars in 
the lobby late one night.” 
This did not sound romantic to Will. When he called for a car at the end of a long workday, 
he was usually so bleary-eyed that he avoided speaking to anyone he knew, let alone approaching 
a stranger. In the early days of his and Carolyn’s courtship, he would sometimes swing by her 
office in his car and they would go out to dinner somewhere in his neighborhood. He lived in the 
Flatiron District then. Now that they lived together in Brooklyn Heights, they often left work 
around the same time, but rarely carpooled. After a twelve-hour day, waiting even an extra fifteen 
minutes could be excruciating.  
“It was raining,” said Ira. “I had an umbrella.” 
It was Will who had suggested that he and Carolyn move in together. She had floated the 
idea after they had been together for only a year, and he had been reticent, so when the lease on 
her apartment was coming up again, he took the initiative to propose the move.  
“Pretty great how-we-met story, right?” said Ira. “My grandchildren are going to love it.” 
The salesgirl laughed appreciatively, as though a joke had been made. 
It was also Will who had said “I love you,” first. They had been together for three or four 
months. When they had sex, he could feel the phrase hovering unspoken on her lips. Something 
about her holding back made him sad. He hated the thought of her doubting, and suffering from 
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doubt, and that he, for not loving her enough, could be the cause of that suffering. In her 
apartment, hot from a summer heat wave, he had said it to her one night, and she had wrapped her 
long legs around him more tightly and whispered into his ear, “I love you too, I love you.” In the 
dark, he had avoided her searching pale blue eyes, pretending he couldn’t see them wanting him.  
She was more serene the next day. A boundary had broken between them. He felt 
encouraged, proud, forthright, the way he had felt when the firm had moved him up to an office on 
a higher floor that had a harbor view. Later that month, she started saying that she loved him when 
they hung up the phone.  
Carolyn had classic Irish features: pale luminescent skin, scattered with freckles, stretched 
as taut as a bowstring across high cheekbones. Her hair was strawberry blond and her eyes were a 
watery blue, especially striking in direct sunlight. Anyone would say that she was beautiful. 
“You said Lydia is twenty-two?” Will said. “Isn’t that a little young to get married?”  
“Oh no,” said the salesgirl. “We even have men who come in here who are younger!” She 
flashed her teeth at Ira. “Of course, they cannot afford this ring.” 
“When you know, you know,” said Ira. Then to the salesgirl: “Do you have anything the 
next step up in clarity? Just for comparison. Is it VS2?” 
“VS2,” she said. “Yes, ‘very, very, slight inclusions,’” and ducked back beneath the glass 
case. 
Will imagined himself in the exact same location with Ira ten years in the future, when Ira 
was proposing to yet another twenty-two-year-old girl, after his relationship with the Russian had 
detonated. When you know, you know, he would say then as well, buying an even bigger ring.  
“How’s Brooklyn?” Ira said.  
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“We love it,” said Will. “Fantastic.” Ten years after that, there would probably be a third 
wife. This girl is really the one, Ira would say. Like no woman I’ve ever met. A goddess.  
“Lydia wants to live in SoHo. We’re looking at places this weekend. Now’s the time to 
buy apparently, low interest rates.” 
The salesgirl emerged with a velvet tray on which she put three platinum rings: one had 
tiny diamonds embedded into the band and a square diamond; one had a plain band that 
crisscrossed into a climax that held a larger diamond; one was a compromise of the other two, 
with a line of tiny stones on the crisscross, so that you could see them shimmering from the side, 
but from head on, the ring looked classic and simple. 
“To the naked eye,” said the salesgirl, “VS1 and VS2 look identical. It is only under a 
magnifying glass that you can see the difference. VS2 has a higher resale value, but of course,” 
she laughed, “that doesn’t matter in this case.” 
Will smiled, recalling a comment that Louis Crane, one of their mutual friends had made 
once when he was feeling especially vitriolic toward Ira: “If that man doesn’t get divorced at least 
once, it’ll be very sad because it’ll mean he died young.” You would never know it looking at 
Louis, but he had a bitchy streak. He was getting married in June to a girl who worked in 
marketing.  
Ira lifted up the third ring. “This, I love,” he said. “It’s very her.” 
There should be a law against someone like Ira getting married, Will thought. The idea 
that Ira, who had used disposable cell phones to cover the tracks of simultaneous relationships, 
who would undoubtedly cheat on this young Russian girl, and probably before the wedding, who 
had practiced crying in front of a mirror for an act that he used to seduce especially challenging 
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women, the idea that this man, who always brought his own condoms, for fear that one of his one-
night stands would discover that he had gone to Yale and poke a flurry of holes in the latex in a 
mad dash to get pregnant – that this man had any idea what sort of a ring Lydia might like 
outraged Will to the core of his being. Will was the one in a real relationship. Will was the one 
who had done the difficult work of intimacy. Will was the one who had sought out a sympathetic 
and appropriate person and built a life with her. It was Will who would be able to stand there in 
the diamond district and tell the salesgirl what kind of ring his girlfriend would or wouldn’t like. 
He was suddenly furious, spinning. 
“What about gold?” asked Will. He was relieved to hear his voice speaking clear English. 
A small part of him had thought he was having a stroke and expected to hear nonsensical syllables 
slipping out of his mouth. “Why aren’t any of these rings traditional gold, you know, yellow?” 
“It’s out of style,” said the salesgirl. “Very 80’s.” 
“I like it,” said Will. 
“I don’t think so,” said Ira. “I think Lydia would want platinum.” 
“Can we just take a look at a couple rings in that kind of gold?” Will asked. 
The salesgirl looked to Ira. 
“What’s the point, man? I’m not going to buy it.” 
Will looked out at the glinting display cases, continuing on behind the salesgirl’s head, like 
aquariums full of multi-colored fish. Then he looked at Ira and saw that he had already returned 
his attention to the counter.  
“It’s for Carolyn,” Will said. “I think Carolyn would like the traditional yellow gold. It’s 
what her mother wears.” 
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Ira looked back up at Will. 
The salesgirl looked from one man’s face to the other, understanding that something of 
significance was taking place. 
“You’re proposing?” Ira asked.  
“Yes,” Will said. “I’ve known Carolyn for a long time. I know her well. Being here, in this 
store, I realize that I want Carolyn to be my wife.” 
There was a momentary pause before Ira erupted. “Holy shit!” he said. “We got to get 
some champagne!” He opened his arms to the salesgirl and hugged her across the table, pressing 
his chest to her chest. “Do you have champagne here?” he asked. “In the back?” 
“I’m sorry, we don’t,” said the salesgirl. She seemed to really regret the fact. 
“Let’s buy the fucking rings,” said Ira. “And then we’ll go for a celebratory cocktail if 
there’s time. Fucking A, man.” 
“I’d like to see one like this,” Will said, gesturing to the platinum ring with the single 
diamond. “In yellow gold.” 
“Absolutely. And you?” the salesgirl said. 
Ira nodded toward the ring he had been admiring a moment ago. “I’m going to meditate on 
this for a minute.” 
The salesgirl excused herself and disappeared through a door in the corner.  
“Shit,” said Ira again. “Carolyn Kemper and Lydia Rich.” 
Will watched the salesgirl emerge from the back room with a key ring and open the display 
case on the other side of the store that contained the yellow gold.  
“Carolyn probably won’t change her name,” said Will.  
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 “Maybe not at first. But she’ll want to have the same name as the kids.” 
Before Will could respond, the salesgirl was in front of them again. “Okay,” she said. She 
laid another three rings on the velvet tray. They were all different versions of the plain ring, in 
yellow gold. “Here we have three options.” She explained that the differences among the three 
were in size and quality. One was smaller than the ring Ira was contemplating. One was the same 
size.  
“And this is in the $16,000 range?” Ira was asking. 
“With the setting and the diamond,” she said. “That one is $17,000. I can give it to you for 
$16,5.” 
“I have cash,” said Ira. “How does $16,000 sound?” 
“Perhaps if you pay cash,” she said thoughtfully, as though this idea were occurring to her 
for the first time, “I can give it to you without charging taxes, in which case, yes, that would be 
acceptable.” 
“Done,” said Ira. 
Will looked at the gold rings spread out before him and tried to imagine them on Carolyn’s 
slim finger. He tried to imagine her face when she said yes. He tried to imagine the giddy relief 
they would both feel, that now they didn’t have to try to decide anymore whether they were going 
to get married. He tried to imagine seeing the ring shine on her finger from across a room and 
thinking: I did that. Then a year later, two years later, he would look at her pregnant body and 
think the same thing. 
“Are these the same prices?” Will asked. 
“Yellow gold is a bit less expensive,” said the girl. 
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“Then let me see some larger stones,” Will said. “And VS2 only please, that’s the higher 
quality one, right?”  
“Larger?” said Ira. “How much do you want to spend?” 
Will vaguely remembered a maxim. “Six month’s salary,” he said. “Right?” 
Ira looked at Will like he was insane.  
“Wait,” Will said. “That’s not it. Six weeks’ salary?” 
“You’re really going to spend that much?” His outrage was only somewhat assuaged.  
“She deserves it,” said Will. “She’s stood by me. She loves me.” Will’s parents adored her. 
They would have everything that people wanted. 
“I fucking deserve it,” said Ira. “I’ve stood by you. There’s a homeless woman on Fifth 
Avenue who deserves it. Holy shit, man. Are you okay?” 
“Never better,” said Will. “Feeling fucking great.” 
“What kind of husband am I going to be if I just spent all my savings on her ring? What 
message does that send?” Ira said, with a defensiveness that Will noted with some satisfaction.  
“Would you want to spend $30,000 by any chance?” said the salesgirl. 
“It’s not all my savings,” said Will. “I’ve got a lot more saved.” 
“I’m trying to buy a place,” said Ira. “You rent in Brooklyn, so okay, maybe.” 
“If you would spend that much, in that range,” said the salesgirl, “we just got something in, 
something very special, that you might want to see.” 
Will said that he certainly would, and the salesgirl repaired to the back to fetch it. 
“Something very special,” said Ira. “Did they just get it in from Africa on the afternoon 
fucking ferry? Look closely, it might be a blood diamond with the blood still on it.” 
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The salesgirl returned, holding a blue velvetine satchel that made Ira’s suggestion sound 
less like a joke. The salesgirl looked like a magician, tugging on the fastening twine, mugging to 
the two men about the glory of what lay hidden inside, and finally lifting out the dewy wet star in 
her two hands.  
“This diamond,” the salesgirl said, “is unique. Normally it is $40,000 or more, and we only 
sell it to people who already know about it, but today, you are very lucky because someone who 
was going to buy it was not able to. This is the last one we will get for many months.” 
The way the colors of the room refracted through the gem overwhelmed Will with a 
forgotten childhood sensation that disappeared again before he could place it.  
“For you,” she said, “because you are a lucky, handsome man in love, I can give it for 
$30,000.” 
“Yes,” Will said. “I want it. I’ll buy it.” 
Ira moaned in protest, but Will hardly noticed.  
“We can set it in any of the gold settings you like,” she said. “Free.” 
“Free, after the $30,000,” said Ira.  
“If you are questioning our business,” said the salesgirl without malice, “I urge you to look 
us up on your smart phones. We have the top rating from the Better Business Bureau and many 
fans on Yelp. Or if you want to see how to get a ring half the size and twice the price, Tiffany’s is 
just around the corner, and DeBeers as well.” 
“Not questioning. I’ll take the platinum ring,” Ira said, with diminished enthusiasm. 
“If you’d like to look at something in a slightly higher price bracket,” she said. “I have 
something else.” 
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“How much?” 
“$18,000.” 
Ira considered. “Yeah, okay,” he said. “Let me see it.” 
It looked much the same as the one he was already considering, but he bought it. His mood 
seemed buoyed by the upgrade. 
“Wonderful,” she said to Ira. “It is an excellent piece. She will love it, I guarantee.” Then 
she turned to Will: “The only thing about this ring is that because of the special discounted price, 
it must be final sale. If you buy it, I can under no circumstances give you a refund.” 
Will looked back at the diamond. There was a mesmerizing exactitude to its angles. It 
seemed impossible that such an object would ever lead him astray. The diamonds in settings held 
little allure to him, but this one, unrestrained, seemed to contain an ancient truth. Thousands of 
years ago, it had already been on earth, a speck of coal under pressure, preparing throughout the 
course of Western history to arrive at this moment. He felt that he suddenly understood men who 
traversed the globe to ask questions of oracles. Could you age for a millennium and not become 
wise?  
“Dude,” Ira said. “Maybe you should think about it. I know you love Carolyn, but you 
think you should give it a little more thought? This is the big leagues. Give it more than ten 
minutes?”  
“I’ll take it,” Will said.  
“Christ in Heaven,” said Ira. “Mazeltov. Let’s go get that champagne.” 
Will paid with a credit card. 
    # 
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 As they walked out on to the twilit street, Ira got a text from Lydia saying that she was free 
earlier than she had previously thought. “Rain check on the champagne?” he asked.   
 “Sure.” 
 Ira wrapped his arms around Will and kissed him roughly on the cheek. “Big day,” he said, 
before hailing a cab and sliding into its backseat. 
 Will watched its yellow form blend in with the rest of the downtown traffic, and then 
walked a few blocks to get the 2/3 downtown to Brooklyn Heights.  
 Surrounded by other commuters, he contemplated his future. This was something he often 
did on the subway, and he felt glad that it was something he would not have to do anymore in the 
same way. It was exhausting to still consider all the options at his age. He didn’t want to expatriate 
to Japan or join the foreign service or become a religious person. He just wanted the life that he 
had: to be Will Kemper, marrying Carolyn Byrne. 
He strode down Montague Street. The winter was thawing early. He opened the buttons of 
his overcoat and let it flap at his sides. He passed the same establishments he passed everyday: the 
bagel shop, the nail salon, the two competing real estate offices right next to one another.  
When Will arrived at the front stoop of his building, he stopped and looked up at the third 
floor windows. It was barely five p.m., but already completely dark. A light was on – Carolyn was 
home.  
He took a deep breath, inhaling the winter air. It felt fresh and sharp, like a menthol 
cigarette. He was about to step on to the brownstone staircase that led up to the front door, but 
instead, on an impulse, he continued to the end of the street.  
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If he were just walking around the block, he would have turned right at Henry Street, to 
circle back around Atlantic Avenue, but he found himself making a left. His steps increased in 
speed. He was hurrying back toward the subway from which he had come. 
The wait for the elevator to get back on the 2/3 platform was interminable. Not addressing 
the question of where he was going, he focused intensely on the minutiae around him: the way the 
woman reading next to him was clutching the cover of her paperback, bending it backwards so 
that it would likely never lie flat again; the frazzled sound coming out of the headphones of a 
nearby teenager; a little girl, her two green sneakers perched on her father’s white one. The 
elevator came. No one looked at Will askance. He was a man on the subway in New York City.  
He got off on 34th street, went to Penn Station and bought a ticket to Providence. It was not 
so unusual to be a person with no luggage on the Amtrak train. He could be traveling to a 
conference in Boston. He could be going to an important meeting. He would get to Providence 
before ten p.m. From there, he would get a cab to Woods Hole. If nothing unexpected happened, 
he would have no trouble making the last ferry to Martha’s Vineyard. From Oak Bluffs, he would 
take another cab to his family’s house in West Tisbury. Up Island would be deserted. Their house 
had been closed since the first of October. It was not winterized, so Will would have to light a fire. 
He had done it once before, as a boy, with his father, as a part of an outdoor-education club of 
which they had been briefly members.  
After the train passed New Rochelle, Will went to the bar car and bought two beers. 
Demurring on the cardboard carrying box, he walked with one in each hand to a booth and sat 
down next in the empty space next to a pile of crew baggage. He kicked off his dress shoes. The 
carpet felt electric through his silk socks. He drank the first beer quickly, put it aside, and began to 
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sip the second one more leisurely, as he looked out the window as the lights became fewer and 
farther apart.  
When the train crossed over into Connecticut, he bought two more beers and thought of 
that lit window in his Brooklyn apartment. Carolyn liked to make soup on these cold nights. She 
boiled meat bones to make her own stock and tossed in a preserved lemon for extra flavor. She 
was a good cook. He thought there were a lot of men who could make her happy. There was a 
chance it was the opposite, that she was much more complicated than he understood, that her 
inscrutability was anger buried somewhere very deep and covered up expertly, the way the molten 
core of the earth was covered with oceans, forests, beaches, deserts, sky-scrapers. He focused on 
an image of Carolyn married to another man, coming to the door with one of her children hanging 
off of her. He thought of seeing her after a long absence. I forgot how beautiful she is. I’m glad 
she’s happy.  
He was looking forward to being on the Vineyard. There was a Pine tree in the backyard 
that he had always loved. It was tall and had a dignified northward tilt. Often during his weekends 
there in the summer, he would sit on the back porch and look out at its green figure against the 
blue sky, and recall having seen it that one time in winter. Against the white-grey sky, it had been 
majestic, shagged with ice. 
 “New Haven is next,” the conductor said, walking through the aisle, running his hand on 
the backs of the seats.  
Will could stay in the Vineyard for the week at least. He had more sick days accumulated 
than he would ever be able to use. In a week, he would know what to do. His parents would be 
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angry with him. His father would dress him down for poor character. His mother would lament the 
loss of Carolyn.   
“New Haven,” called the conductor again. The train slowed to a stop and the chandeliers 
hanging from the ceiling in Union Station came into view.  
A girl entered the club car. She was out of breath, as though she had just run from the 
ticket machine, if not all the way from Chapel Street. She was sloppily mismanaging several bags 
of hastily-packed, semi-zipped luggage, and as soon as the doors closed, a sandwich bag slipped 
out of her gloved hand.  
 “Dammit,” she muttered. As she leaned down to pick it up, the backpack tumbled off her 
shoulder. “Oh shit.” With a sigh, she let both bags sit on the floor for a second and recalibrated in 
the booth opposite Will.  
He leaned across the aisle toward her. “May I help you with any of that?” 
She looked up at him and he saw that she was not as charming as he had thought. Her face 
was pretty, but there was a hard skepticism in her expression. She was practically rolling her eyes 
when she said, “I’m fine, thanks.” 
The train pulled out of the station and began to accelerate again. Will slid his feet back into 
his shoes but did not tie the laces. As he stood, he lurched and had to hold on to the table. He 
suddenly remembered the salesgirl from the jewelry store and wondered if someone might be in 
the next car. He imagined running a hand from her tacky high heel up toward her thigh, and 
pulling a strand of her perfumed hair out of his mouth.  
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He reached the silver door and pushed the button that opened into the outdoor vestibule. 
Icy air stung his teeth. The Long Island Sound lay beside them, a big, dark pit carved in two by a 
white stripe of moonlight. 
He walked the length of the next car, looking right and left. Everyone was looking at a 
computer screen. Will seemed to be the only person who was alert. He saw several pretty faces. 
An undergraduate with curly blond hair and pink eye glasses was playing a kaleidoscopic game on 
her phone. A woman with visible cleavage was thumbing through the Amtrak magazine. It crossed 
Will’s mind that maybe Ira had not actually gotten a text from Lydia, but had made that up as an 
excuse, so that he could go back into the jewelry store to pursue the salesgirl.  
In the next car, all the women were sitting with other men. When he was about halfway 
through the seats, he noticed that instead of another door in front of him, there was a little window. 
Through it, he could see the receding tracks, illuminated by the taillights, and surrounded by all 
the shadowy countryside they were leaving behind. The rounded corners of the window made the 
image resemble an old postcard. He nearly put his face against the glass. He stood there for a long 
time, looking out at New England, and thinking back to his model train, surrounded by perfect 
plastic cement trees and perfect plastic houses, and the caboose that used to complete it, 
anachronistic already in Will’s childhood. At night, he would switch off the lamp and watch the 
red light crawl across his living room, and imagine that inside that last, special car, conductors 
were gathered around a kerosene heater, tallying up the tickets sales of the day, or observing the 
stars to determine the weather, or writing letters to their wives. 
   # 
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A few evenings later, Carolyn turned down the radio, her hands still oily from cooking. 
“I’m in the kitchen,” she said. She could hear the sound of his footsteps in the hallway, but still 
hadn’t turned around.  
“Carolyn,” he said stiffly. “I have something I want to ask you.” 
She brushed her hands on a dish towel and turned around to look at him.  
All in a single gesture, he dropped to one knee and produced a black velvet box from his 
overcoat pocket. “Will you marry me?” 
She gasped in surprise. For months she had been thinking that she and Will were going to 
break up. She thought she knew that he wasn’t ready to commit, or perhaps that he didn’t love her 
enough. She had discussed it with her sister and set a date to leave him by Memorial Day. But 
there was such purity in his expression that she was ashamed of ever having doubted.  
“Oh Will!” she said. “Yes! Yes!” 
When he stood up, she rushed to him. For a moment it was as though she had never been in 
a man’s arms before. By noon the next day, everyone knew they were engaged. 
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Bakersfield 
  
Blake crushed the can of his sixth beer into his fist and stood up. “I’ll get the car,” he said 
to Erica. 
 She was only half-aware of being addressed, just as she had been only half-involved in 
every conversation all night. While she was politely inquiring of several pregnant girls when they 
were due, and helping Jodi Rudd find the bathroom when she was too drunk to stand up, Erica was 
also carefully monitoring the movements of Jon Pope, who had left Bakersfield after he got 
expelled from Caesar Chavez High School eleven years earlier for doing meth on school premises. 
For years, she’d wondered if he was still alive. She’d had a terrible feeling that she would hear that 
he was dead and feel that if only she’d been there at that last moment, she might have been able to 
help him turn it all around. Then her internet searches began to lead her to glossy web sites for art 
galleries in New York and Berlin. That was a strange surprise, since Erica wanted to be a painter. 
She thought it must have been a different Jon Pope was who making brightly colored images using 
spray paint and metallics and short, strange word phrases. But an article in the Los Angeles Times 
put the story together. He had moved from Bakersfield to Skid Row to Brooklyn. He got arrested 
for graffiti and started working on canvas.  
From his appearance, it seemed that he no longer needed to be rescued by her. His hair was 
shorter than it had been in high school and his posture was straight. He stood with his back to her, 
talking to one of the husbands whose names she could never remember. His hand drifted 
carelessly along the Oaxacan table cloth. The edge of a tattoo crawled out from the cuff of his 
white shirt on to his wrist. 
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 “E,” said Blake. 
 “What?” 
 “Let’s go.” 
 “You want to leave?” she said.  
 “I drink anything more and you’re gonna have to drive us home,” he said, a joke to Garrett, 
a dumb, big-toothed guy who always laughed at anything. “And I can’t afford to let my insurance 
premiums go up.” 
 Garrett laughed. 
 “You don’t even know about the time she crashed the truck because there was a cardboard 
box in the road,” said Blake. 
 “I needed glasses.” 
 “She wears contacts now,” Blake said, “but still needs glasses.” 
 Jon Pope left the conversation he was in and approached the host. He was saying goodbye. 
He was leaving before Erica had taken her opportunity to say hello.  
 “I tell her she’s secretly Asian from the way she drives,” said Blake. 
 Jon Pope reached across the table, plucked a few pieces of ice out of the cooler and 
dropped them into his red plastic cup. Still nodding in conversation, he poured himself some more 
cranberry juice. Erica’s whole body flooded with relief. He was staying. She was happy enough to 
laugh at Blake’s disgusting joke. “I’m a good enough driver now.” 
 “See you later, dude,” Blake said to Garrett, putting his arm around Erica to lift her from 
her chair. His movements were heavy with beer. 
 “Why don’t you just go?” Erica said. 
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 “What?” 
 “I’m going to stay at my place tonight.” 
 “You guys don’t live together?” asked Garrett. 
 Blake flexed his jaw in anger and swallowed. 
 “We did,” said Erica. “We will again.” 
 “I had to get the complicated girl,” Blake said. He grabbed his jean jacket off the back of 
his chair and lurched for the door without looking back. Normally she would follow him and they 
would yell at each other in the driveway, but she let him go. He was wasted. In the morning, he 
wouldn’t remember why he was furious, only that he was, and that would make it like any other 
morning in his miserable life. Maybe he would total his car and die. 
 “Good dude,” said Garrett, sparking a giant spliff and inhaling deeply. 
 “Yeah,” said Erica. She stood up, went into the kitchen where the second bar was ravaged 
and abandoned, and poured herself a large glass of Southern Comfort, the only hard liquor left. 
She shot it back without difficulty, counted to ten, as she had when she was a child coaching 
herself to get into a cold swimming pool, and walked through the swinging door that led into the 
carpeted foyer, a few steps from where Jon Pope was standing in the living room.  
 She made eye contact with him and half-smiled, her best impersonation of a woman just 
barely recognizing a man from her distant past: “Jon, right?”  
 He had not been good-looking in high school, but he was now. His large features were 
better suited to an adult. He had his Mexican mother’s complexion. Light freckles clustered across 
the bridge of his nose. 
 “Erica,” she said, with an awkward gesture toward herself.  
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 “I remember,” he said, but there was no clear indication that he did. 
The music changed, from hip hop to something slower and Erica wished she had taken a 
larger shot of alcohol. 
“Congratulations on your career,” she said. “I’ve followed it, a little.”  
“Thank you.” He was looking over her head for someone else to talk to.  
“Are you in town visiting your parents?”  
He looked back at her. “I’m so sorry, I was just distracted for a second. What did you 
say?” 
“I asked if you were here visiting your parents, but I realize that’s probably a more 
personal question than I meant, since for all I know, you’re totally estranged from them. I mean, 
how have they handled your work? Have they seen the internet porn paintings?” 
He laughed. “Oh, so you’ve actually followed my career.”  
“A little.” Everyone in her life thought it was an indulgence that she spent money on art 
supplies. She knew this, but she also knew that Jon Pope was from the same arid, California city 
she was from, and he hadn’t let anyone stop him from making his own life.  
“My parents moved out of Bakersfield,” he said. “I’m here for a museum thing. Are you an 
artist now?”  
“What?” 
“I figured that’s why you know who I am.” 
“Oh.” 
Garrett wandered by with a sprouted red onion, volunteering to be dared to eat it like an 
apple. “I will,” he said. “I totally will.” He reached a sympathetic audience in the kitchen. Their 
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muted voices sounded like the static on a live record before the band starts playing. Out the 
window, the moon was a soft, bloated wedge, a few days over half. 
“You don’t want to get out of here and have dinner with me, do you?” Erica said. 
Jon Pope looked toward the garrulous huddle that was forming around Garrett and the 
onion. “Sure.” 
    # 
 They had one class together junior year. She knew him, but everyone knew him. Mostly he 
was a menacing ghost, stalking the halls and doing whatever he wanted. School authorities had 
made the calculation that it was more trouble to try to discipline him than to just let him slowly 
deteriorate. But he was different from the other lost kids, because while they were bleakly 
predictable, you never knew what Jon Pope was going to do. Erica had English with him. She got 
straight A’s, the way she always got A’s. She was quiet about it. 
 One day Zhong Mei Zhang was talking about how they shouldn’t have to read The Scarlet 
Letter because it was too old to relate to when Jon Pope raised his hand and said, “It’s one person 
who’s legit and one person who’s legit and pretending not to be, and everyone else is an asshole. 
It’s every place in America.” The teacher was commending him on the thoughtful insight when he 
got up, walked over to the window, squeezed himself through it and jumped two stories, cracking 
his femur.  
That same spring, when the heat was becoming unbearable again, Erica used all the money 
she had saved from her job selling concessions at the movie theater to buy a blue dress that she 
had been admiring at the mall since Christmas. It looked like something she had seen a famous 
woman war correspondent wearing in an issue of Cosmopolitan magazine. Its neckline swooped 
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down into a sophisticated, overlapping V, and a line of silver studs dotted the waist. She tried it on 
at home in front of the warped full-length mirror in her bedroom and thought maybe she could 
read the news or become a lawyer or a psychiatrist. In the fine blue fabric, her breasts seemed like 
inevitable contours in a larger curve, rather than her one and only focal point. Even her thin, 
bottle-bleached hair looked right, as though it had volume. She looked at herself and imagined that 
she was a boy, looking at her. She lowered her eyes to her clasped hands and then raised them up 
to meet the gaze in the mirror, smiling, lips pursed and parted, eyebrows slightly arched, as though 
caught off-guard. She was already dating Blake then, but the boy on the other side of the mirror 
was always someone else.  
 She spent five glorious after school evenings that way, rushing home to try on her new 
dress with the same kind of fevered excitement with which she had hurried off to bed after she 
first discovered masturbation. Consumed by the fantasy, she turned her music up so high that even 
her mother, usually catatonic at night, rapped on the door with her large knuckles, saying, “Turn it 
down, I can’t hear my shows.” 
 Erica resolved to wear the dress on a Tuesday. Monday seemed too obvious. Everyone 
always tried to show off what they’d done over the weekend on Mondays. Tuesday was a blank 
day, open and long, before the landmark of Wednesday or the hope of Thursday. It was the only 
day of the week that felt like a plateau. It would be all hers. 
 She woke up early, washed and blow-dried her hair, and applied her make-up. Risking a 
glimpse of herself in the accurate bathroom mirror, she was pleased to see that she looked nearly 
as good as she had in the defective one. She touched up the color on her toenails and dunked her 
feet in ice to so they would dry faster. Then she put on her favorite platform sandals, and walked 
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out the front door, her good mood buoyed by the accompaniment of the feminine tapping of her 
heels.  
 “Oh hello,” said her mother, lying in an oversized bikini on a chaise lounge in the 
driveway. Already tan and slick with oil, she was splayed out like a forgotten chicken in a 
rotisserie grill. “Remember me?” 
 Erica’s mother’s doctor had told her to try not taking any pills until noon, so Erica had 
been studiously attempting to stay out of her mother’s way in the mornings. “Of course I 
remember you,” she said, as pleasantly as possible. 
 “Where did you get that dress? Did some boy buy it for you?” 
 “No, I bought it for myself with my money from the theater.” 
 Her mother sat up and stared for a long time, long enough for Erica to feel herself slipping 
from confident into uncomfortable into terrified, and then into angry enough to feel almost 
confident again. “Well, it covers up your thighs,” her mother said. “But it doesn’t do anything for 
those fat lower legs of yours.” She lay down again, on her stomach this time. A drop of the 
tanning oil rolled off one of her red-painted fingertips, spreading into a slick stain on the cement.  
 Erica told herself that under no circumstances would she give her mother the satisfaction 
of having made her cry. She continued most of the way down the driveway. Her footsteps now 
sounded clobbering to her, but she ignored them. As she approached the curb, too late to be 
cutting, she turned around. “Thanks for lying out here and giving me a good idea of what could 
happen to my body if I don’t watch those fat legs.”  
 “What did you say to me?” roared her mother, jumping up with shocking alacrity and 
seizing Erica’s wrists in her slippery hands. 
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 “Nothing.” 
 “See how far you get being clever,” her mother said, letting Erica’s wrists go with a shove, 
and then returning to the chaise, where she flopped down on her back and tossed a supermarket 
coupon book over her face for shade.  
Erica went to school. 
 “What’s wrong with you?” said Blake between second and third period. 
 “Do you think my legs look fat in this dress?”  
 Blake leaned back against the lockers to get a more complete view of Erica’s figure. 
“Doesn’t matter,” he said. “You’re a tits girl.”   
 The bell rang, so she didn’t have to respond. She thought she had her feelings under 
control, but midway through English class, she felt her eyes brimming. Ms. Henderson was talking 
about symbolism when Erica stood up, took the pass, and left the room. She walked down the 
linoleum hall until she could safely see that no one else was in the girls’ bathroom and then she 
started sobbing. The paper towel dispenser was empty so she had to cry into a ball of flimsy toilet 
paper that kept shredding. There was mascara all over her face by the time the door burst open and 
Jon Pope stood there glaring. He and his neon leg cast, decorated with sketches he had drawn of 
skulls and roadkill, were the final straw. 
 “This is the girls’ bathroom!” she yelled. 
 “Why are you crying?” he said. 
 “Get out!” 
 “What’s wrong?” 
 She clasped her hands together into a double fist and swiped at him. “Get out of here!” 
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 His body was surprisingly firm. She returned to the sink and gripped either side of it, as 
though it were a toilet and she were about to throw up. 
 “Tell me why you’re crying.” 
 “No!” 
 “Fucking tell me!” 
 Lifting one hand from the porcelain, she turned around to look at him. “I’m crying because 
I’m a loser with fat lower legs, okay? Blake Avery and my mother both think my legs are fat. Are 
you happy now? I’m crying because I’m so pathetic that I actually thought I looked good.” 
 Jon Pope spun around and slammed the steel-toed boot of his good foot so hard into the 
garbage can that the clatter made Erica scream. 
 “Fuck that!” he shouted. “If your lower legs are fat, then fat lower legs should be the 
fucking standard, because I fucking love them!” 
 They were standing several feet away from one another, beside the graffiti’d mirrors.  
 “Really?” she said.  
 The bathroom door swung open and two senior girls came in and told Jon to get the fuck 
out, and uncharacteristically, he did.  
 Two days later, a cop car happened to be driving by the back parking lot when Jon was 
getting high. He was expelled that afternoon. The school almost got in trouble with the state for 
not having done it sooner.          
  # 
Jon Pope unlocked the doors of his rental car remotely with his key ring, and Erica 
followed him toward it. 
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A single-bulb security light illuminated a strip of the front yard, eerily spotlighting a rusted 
lawn mower. On either side, the only guideposts in the dark were the few reflective surfaces. A 
glimmer shone from the top of the barbeque, and from a puddle left in the sunken inflatable kiddie 
pool.  
The temperature had dropped, as it always did at night, but since the air-conditioning was 
still blasting in the house, Erica had the feeling that all the people, whose face fragments she could 
still see through the small kitchen window, were missing out on a secret.  
He started the ignition and the dashboard lit up orange. “So tell me about your work,” he 
said. 
 “Oh.” The last time an artist had asked Erica to describe her work, when she had gotten up 
the courage to go to an open house at the Otis School of Art, she had said I do very flat and boring 
paintings of Bakersfield. Her intention had been to say that her subject matter was flat and boring, 
and she tried to represent that in a realistic fashion by infusing her images with the desperation of 
the world around them, but once she had realized what she’d said, she could only continue in the 
same vein. No nuance, that sort of thing. The professor seemed genuinely baffled. Erica got the 
impression that he had not heard that version of a soft sell before. She ended the afternoon by 
taking a bus to a donut shop and eating three sprinkled donuts in the parking lot. 
“I mean, I know none of us like to talk about our work,” Jon Pope said. 
“Right.” 
When they arrived at Carls’ Jr., the sign was bright, but the dining area was empty and the 
chairs were on the tables. The only person inside was a teenaged cashier, leaning against a mop, 
talking on her cell phone.  
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“The drive-through is still open?” Erica said.  
“I’m not sure I’m hungry enough to eat a hamburger in the car. There’s nowhere open 
where we could buy some fruit, is there?” 
“We could go to my studio.” 
     # 
Erica’s studio was in a garage a few blocks from the apartment she and Blake had shared. 
She rented it for two hundred dollars a month cash from an older couple who were both on 
disability. A little box with cheap, blue siding, it suddenly embarrassed her as Jon Pope pulled his 
rental car to a stop outside. At least he wouldn’t be able to tell that she was living there now; her 
landlords probably would have charged more if they’d known, so every morning for the past two 
and a half months since she’d left Blake, Erica folded the futon back up and put all her clothes 
away in two cardboard boxes, in case anyone went inside to snoop around.  
She looked out of her window and tried to see what Jon Pope saw: a split-level house with 
all the lights out. She was filled with regret that she had brought him to this depressing place. She 
tried not to think about how inferior it was to the studios in New York. She opened her car door 
and the motion sensor flicked on.  
“It’s just right in here,” she said, smiling. 
    # 
Jon Pope stood in front of Erica’s most recent painting. Any time Erica had ever imagined 
a circumstance like this, she had imagined that she would be nervous. She imagined that she 
would be more than nervous. It was dread of just how nervous she would be that had kept her 
from ever showing her paintings to friends or family or anyone. If this had been her anxious 
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fantasy, she would have been watching Jon Pope, certain that he was silent because he was struck 
dumb by her incompetence. But standing there in her studio, looking at his back, and beyond it, at 
her image of a leaking fire hydrant on an empty desert block, Erica knew that her painting was not 
bad.  
“This is really good work,” he said finally. 
“I know.” 
He turned around and studied her face with a different kind of focus than he had before. 
“You were the girl crying in the bathroom.” 
“Yeah.” 
“Can I see some more?” 
    # 
She peeled and sliced a mango for them to eat as she explained the inspiration for each of 
her pieces. For two years she had done nothing but gas stations. Another year, she did wind 
turbines. They were all images of the everyday in Southern California: surplus stores, cinderblock 
churches, art deco storage warehouses. Only the sky was ever grand. It was vertiginous, backlit, 
alien blue. It was a smudge of cloud, gilded, curving through dusk. Recently, she had started doing 
the nighttime, its streaks of headlights and moon shapes and passing airplanes.  
Jon Pope ran one of his long fingers across the surface of her painting of a stop sign that 
had fallen over in a storm. “So do you show at a gallery around here, or in L.A.?” 
“Oh…Neither.” 
“You don’t show?” 
“No.” 
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“That’s good. I wish I’d taken more time with my first solo show. I was just throwing shit 
at the wall to see what would stick. Of course, I was also a drug addict. It’s smart to do what 
you’re doing. Keep it to yourself, develop a real voice and vision before you let other people near 
it. You’re a serious artist, it’s what you have to do.” 
His lips were shiny from the mango. They were reflecting the Christmas lights that she had 
hung a few years ago in the corner and never taken down. The little flecks of white iridescence 
made everything that he was saying seem that much more wonderful, as though it was coming 
from out of a jewel. 
“And it’ll make you less vulnerable,” he said. “I was all nerves. If the gallery receptionist 
looked sideways at a piece, I took it down.” 
“Really?” 
“Oh yeah, totally pathetic. But the way you’re doing it, the people you’re speaking to are 
going to love it, and whoever hates it, fuck them, they don’t get it.”  
Erica had once shown Blake a painting. It was of a few shopping carts in the parking lot 
behind Rite Aid, and beyond them the horizon, and the sun going down. He had looked at it for a 
long time. Why don’t you paint something artistic, like my pecs? he had said finally. Afterwards, 
he was hostile. For a few weeks he was rough with her and only wanted to have anal sex.  
“But you can’t be this good and not show for too much longer,” Jon Pope said. “It 
wouldn’t be fair to those of us who have to go to openings every weekend and pretend to like 
mediocre shit.” 
“Thank you,” she said.  
“Are you kidding? Thank you. You rescued my night. Those bros at the party were about 
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to realize I haven’t seen a Lakers game since the 90s. I might not have survived.” 
“Some place must be open,” she said. “Let me take you to a nice restaurant to thank you 
for being such a patient and generous critic of my work.” 
“I’ve got a better idea,” he said. “My L.A. gallery is paying for my hotel. So why don’t we 
go to my room and order as much room service as we can, and eat everything in the minibar?” 
    # 
In the elevator on the way up to his room at the Ramada, there was an awkward silence. 
Their shoulders were nearly touching as they went up past the second and the third and the fourth 
floors. Suddenly she turned and kissed him. She was pretty sure that was what she was doing 
there, but not entirely, and the possibility of imminent humiliation added to the thrill. By the time 
her lips touched his, he was already kissing her back. Her hands were in his hair. The sandpaper 
roughness of his cheek woke up her nervous system. Their bodies were slamming against the far 
handrail in the elevator.  
There was a journey into the bedroom. That was her chance to change her mind. He ran 
four fingers across the small of her back as he guided her through the doorway. 
“I have a boyfriend,” she said. “He’s the one who drove me to the party. I didn’t really 
leave my car parked there on the street.” 
“Aha.” 
“We’re sort of breaking up, but we’re sort of still together.” 
“Do you not want to do this?”  
“No, I really do.”  
His teeth took a dull bite of her lower lip, and then moved on with slightly more malice to 
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just beside her jugular.  
She had sometimes wondered if she would have known how to have sex if she had never 
been told. It had always felt arbitrary the way Blake shoved his tongue into her mouth, shoved his 
face between her breasts, made sure she was wet by swiping an index finger, and then shoved her 
legs apart with his wide body and pushed inside. Her few other experiences with men had been 
even more disappointing.  
With Jon, it was different. Her desire to touch him seemed as intuitive as his erection. As 
she felt his naked body moving with hers, every thought she had seemed to be a good one, maybe 
her best ever, and there was no reason why she shouldn’t speak it. 
“You’re a beautiful man,” she said. “You’re such a beautiful man.”  
He closed her eyes with his palm and kissed one eyelid, then the other.  
“It would just be so sad if you didn’t know how beautiful you were. I couldn’t stand it if I 
thought that for even a second.” 
“And what about you?” he said. 
“What about me?” 
“Do I not have to worry about you? Because you already know how beautiful you are?” 
When she came, she did something she’d never done before without trying: she said his 
name. Later, she realized she couldn’t remember whether or not she had slept in his arms. She 
thought she had not. But there was something gorgeous in the not remembering: she had felt 
comfortable. When does a person ever feel comfortable? 
    # 
Sun streamed in through the east-facing window. Erica thought Jon would be busy, but he 
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didn’t seem to be in a hurry. He went down to the Continental breakfast in the lobby to get two 
cups of coffee and then took his clothes off again when he came back.  
 “I should go,” said Erica, not wanting to overstay her welcome. 
“Let me drive you home.” 
But when they got down to the parking lot, the valet guy was gone on a smoke break, and 
it was going to take a while for Jon’s car to come around. 
“I can take the bus,” she said.  
“Let me take you in a cab.” 
“No.” 
He rubbed the back of his head with his open palm. “Listen, I’m in California for two 
weeks.” 
“I’m sure you have better things to do than hang out with me.” 
 “That’s what I’m saying. I don’t.” The sun was shining into his eyes and he lifted a tan 
hand to shade his face. “I know you have a complicated situation with this other guy, but I really 
like you.” 
“You do?” 
“What happened to me last night doesn’t happen to me often, or ever.” 
“I like you too,” she said quietly. She looked behind him down the street, where she could 
see the bus wheezing toward them.  
“I’ll call you tomorrow,” he said. He wrapped his hands around her waist and kissed her 
again.  
When she ran across the street, and caught the bus just as the driver was about to pull 
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away, she was already beginning to think Jon Pope is wrong about me.  
    # 
He called at twelve-thirty the next day. Her cell phone was on the desk at the job where she 
worked on Mondays through Thursdays, filing medical records for a pediatrician. It was on 
vibrate, so as it rang, it skidded slightly across the wood-patterned vinyl surface. Beaming from 
her screen, the name Jon Pope seemed out of place in the dingy bungalow trailer where several 
practices kept their old paperwork. 
He was probably trying to call during her lunch break. That was considerate but 
unnecessary. She worked alone, basically unsupervised, and could make her own schedule. She 
imagined herself on the kind of lunch break he was probably envisioning. She would be in a 
supermarket aisle, improbably flattered by the florescent lighting, carefully considering among the 
pre-made sandwiches. Healthful and decisive, she would choose hummus on wheat.  
The phone lit up as it rang for the second time. It was zigzagging away from her. She 
wondered what determined the direction in which a vibrating phone would move. It must have 
been responding to a slight, imperceptible slope of the room. The phone easily could have 
zigzagged toward her. Maybe if it had, she would have been able to pick it up.  
She reached for it on the third ring, but did not actually touch it. It had become a foreign, 
combustible object, the way her hands sometimes felt to her, after she had held the rail on the bus 
and before had washed them.  
By the fourth ring, her heart was not beating so fast anymore because she knew that she 
was not going to answer it. 
    # 
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“Hey, it’s Jon. I’m calling to see what you’re up to tonight. I was thinking that we could 
mix it up and go to a restaurant that’s actually open, and isn’t called Carl’s Jr. Or if not tonight, 
maybe this weekend we could drive to L.A. There’s a place in Malibu I think you might like. 
Anyway, call me back.” 
Erica’s voicemail gave her options. Press 7 to erase and 9 to save. She pressed 9. She 
scrolled to the missed calls log on her phone and her thumb hovered over his number, about to call 
him back.  
She pictured him in a car driving to Los Angeles or Santa Barbara with a girl who looked 
like Erica. His left arm, sunburned, would dangle out into the salty air. He would be pointing out 
sights she had never seen: houses where he had been to dinner parties with Jennifer Aniston, 
seafood restaurants hidden in the rocks. His other hand would lie absently on her thigh. She 
pictured his freckled shoulders, his elbows, his wrists, his long, tan fingers. She thought of the way 
his eyes fluttered when he came, and the soft but masculine sound his throat made. A dizzy 
sensation writhed down her spine. She felt breathless and had to sit down in the torn brown swivel 
chair.  
She turned off her phone and hid it at the bottom of her purse. She worked overtime. A 
new box of records had arrived from storage several weeks before and she had been 
procrastinating the task of sorting them.  
When she stepped out of the trailer and turned her phone back on, it was already seven pm. 
She called her voicemail, skipped over the other messages she had saved, one from Blake and one 
from a collection agency, and listened to Jon Pope’s message again.  
She should have called him back right away. It was rude to have waited as long as she had. 
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Now it was much too late to talk about dinner that night. She considered texting him and making 
up a story about her phone being broken, but that would seem like a lie. She tried to come up with 
another excuse for her behavior, but found that there was none.  
It was not the sort of thing the girl Jon Pope wanted to go out on a date with would do.  
Her lips felt tender from kissing him. When she ran her own tongue across them, she could 
almost imagine that she was kissing him still.   
She turned the whole apparatus off again. At 7:30, she took a bottle of Robitussin out of 
her toiletries bag, poured herself two doses of its pink liquid, got into bed and went to sleep. 
    # 
She woke up the following day with the feeling that there was something important that 
she needed to do that she had not done. She took her car into the mechanic and got an oil change. 
She paid her late electric bill online. She went to the store and bought Rice Crispies, 
congratulating herself on having the competence to replace her old box before she had gotten to 
the crumbs at the bottom. As she was about to pay, she thought about Jon Pope on the curb of the 
Ramada driveway. What happened to me last night doesn’t happen to me often, or ever. She felt 
her face redden at the register.  
She threw two packs of gum on to the conveyor belt. Her blue nail polish was chipped and 
she made her hands into fists, trying to hide the imperfections from the pregnant sales clerk. 
What happened to me last night doesn’t happen to me often, or ever. Erica imagined Jon 
Pope saying this to the version of herself that sat in the car beside him in Malibu. That girl would 
know just what to say to him as the breeze blew off the Pacific and thickened her hair. She would 
be used to compliments of that magnitude because she would deserve them. 
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    # 
The following day, Jon Pope called in the morning. Her phone was sitting on the kitchen 
table when it rang. She approached it, thinking maybe it was her mother, who had been more 
talkative since she started dating a divorced rancher she had met online. When Erica saw that it 
was Jon Pope, she recoiled. 
Her phone usually beeped to tell her when a message had been left and her phone did not 
beep. He must have hung up. She pictured his annoyance as he clicked, “end.” Maybe it had been 
an accidental call, made by the device sliding around in his pocket. Then her phone beeped. That 
meant that he been leaving a message for the entire period of time since the phone had stopped 
ringing. She wondered whether he was sitting or standing, whether he was still in Bakersfield or 
had gone to Los Angeles, and whether he held the phone with his hand or in the crook of his neck 
as he performed some other activity, like turning the page of a book or organizing his credit cards 
in his wallet.  
She stood on the tile floor of her kitchen, looking at the phone, and thinking about what 
could have been in that long message of his, until it was time for her to walk out the door. She 
worked overtime again. The trailer was too cold from the air-conditioning. She had complained, 
but the temperature was pre-set by the management company.  
At the end of the day, walking out into the sweltering heat was a relief. She went to her 
studio. She boiled water on her electric tea kettle and made ramen noodles. She worked on the 
shadowing of a painting that was almost done. At nine pm, she walked to the end of the block to 
get some air and forced herself to listen to her voicemail. 
“Hi, it’s Jon again.” He sounded different. He sounded more serious. “Hey, I hope I wasn’t 
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playing it too cool in my last message. You’re with someone and I don’t even live here, so I get 
why you don’t want to see me again. Keep it simple, that’s smart. But I want to make sure you 
know that I’m not calling because I want to sleep with you a few more times. I’m calling because I 
can’t stop thinking about you and your work, and who you were in high school.” He paused and 
took a breath. “At least let me put you in touch with a gallery in L.A. So many people have so 
much confidence and so little to say. And you’re the opposite.” 
The streets were dark and cold again. She hugged her jean jacket to her chest. 
    # 
Four more days passed. Blake called her and demanded that she come over to vacuum, 
since if he had moved in by himself, he would never have chosen the rug, and now it was dusty 
and making him sneeze. He watched television the entire time she was there. 
Jon Pope would only be in Southern California for eight more days. Maybe it was seven 
days. It could even have been six. Maybe he was rounding up when he had said two weeks. Every 
morning, Erica lay in bed and made sure that she could still remember everything from their night 
together.  
Her jeans, 20% spandex, have gotten stuck around her ankles. She has to sit up and stretch 
out her legs in order to tug her feet free of the inside-out denim. Once she has, she sees that he is 
leaning back on the pillows and looking at her. She might feel self-conscious in her matching 
black lace underwear, but she doesn’t. He looks amused and flattered. “Did you get your best 
underwear from your studio and change into it somehow before you came over here?” 
If she thought she might have forgotten anything, she would panic, but then, more often 
than not, she could remember it again, and then she could continue to do everything she needed to 
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do that day. 
He called at around noon, and she didn’t even pretend to let it ring. She hit the ignore 
button as soon as she saw his name on the screen. He would know that she had done that because 
it would go to voicemail after fewer rings than it had before. It almost felt like a conversation 
between them. 
As soon as he had left a message, she listened to what he had to say. 
“Erica, it’s Jon. I guess I’m doing that thing weird guys do where I call you a million 
times. And that’s a sentence that probably only weird guys ever say.” There was a long pause. “I 
keep trying to convince myself that what happened between us was just a superficial sex thing – I 
mean, let’s face it, it’s not my first time at the rodeo – or that I’m cracking up because I’m back in 
this town – and I almost do, I almost convince myself of all of that, but then I wake up with this 
terrible, irrepressible hope.” He paused again. “If you’re not calling me back because you don’t 
like me, okay, but if you’re not calling me back because the stakes feel too high too fast, it’s just 
dinner. Just once.”  
    # 
Four more days passed. Jon Pope’s visit to the West Coast was drawing to a close. Erica 
pictured him in Los Angeles, having meetings in outdoor bars beneath the sandaled shadows of 
trees: sycamores, eucalyptus, weeping willows. He was with other women, tall women in Italian 
dresses, short and fleshy women who whispered do anything you want to me at art openings when 
no one else could hear. Sometimes the other Erica was there too, laughing appreciatively at 
something he had said, putting her hand on his arm to encourage him or hold him back. 
This time it was an email, just one line. It arrived at eleven am: “I’m leaving town. 
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Tomorrow at 3pm, I’ll be at Jackson Cafe. Meet me there if you want to see me before I go.”  
Immediately, she wrote back: “Ok.” She was about to delete it, but then impulsively, she 
clicked, “send.” She stared at the option her screen gave her to “undo” the action of having sent 
her email. Then it disappeared, no longer available. Now she could only “view” what she had 
written to Jon Pope. She didn’t want to do that, so she shut down her computer and turned off her 
phone.  
    # 
On Friday morning, Erica woke up ten minutes before her alarm. She tried to fall back 
sleep, but couldn’t. She had showered and eaten breakfast by the time in the morning when she 
was usually just managing to shut off the snooze and force herself out of bed. She looked at each 
of her paintings for a long time, but couldn’t figure out what to do with any of them. It was 
horrible that she had ever thought they were good. Now they were a reprimand, like a hangover 
that reminded her how hollow the previous night’s pleasures had been.  
She was going to keep her word and meet Jon Pope at the diner. She didn’t want to fail at 
that too. She went over to the make-up mirror she kept near the industrial sink and washed and 
moisturized her face. She curled her eyelashes and applied and removed her mascara three times 
before she had it the way she wanted it, without any clumps. She put on a belt. A belt was like a 
watch. It made a person look professional and pulled together. It was 2:40 when she slipped into 
her ankle boots. She had plenty of time to take the bus there.  
She was just about to walk out the front door when she decided to go back to the sink to 
get a glass of water. In this heat, it was very important to stay hydrated. She drank one glass of 
water and then drank another. Now it was 2:45 and she was going to be late. She realized that after 
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drinking that much water, she had to stay where she was until she had to pee. In the best of 
circumstances, the bus rattled a person’s bladder. She wouldn’t want to have to come into the 
diner to meet Jon Pope and head straight to the bathroom. He would think that was strange.  
She drank another glass of water. It was 2:50. She drank a fourth glass of water and walked 
over to the futon. She lay down across it, still wearing her shoes. 
It was three o’clock. Jon Pope would be arriving. He would glance around the dining room 
in case she had arrived early. He would take a seat on one of the red and chrome stools at the 
counter. He seemed like the sort of man who would not be seated without her. He would say, I’m 
waiting for someone. The waitress, peroxided, middle-aged, would be jealous of whomever he was 
waiting for.  
It was 3:05. He would be looking around behind him every time the door opened. But it 
would be rare for the door to open. It was three o’clock in the afternoon in Bakersfield. He would 
probably be the only one there.  
She realized she could call him and tell him that she was late. She could influence the 
scene. She could reach into it, as though it were a diorama. But her phone was by the sink and she 
felt melded to the futon now. Even if she wanted to get up now, she couldn’t. 
Her laptop was lying on the ground within arm’s reach. She could email him. She pictured 
herself reaching across the floor for her laptop. She saw it with such clarity.  
A noise from the house next door distracted her from her misery. Her landlord was 
watering his brown lawn. His wife told him it was a waste of water to use the hose or sprinklers at 
midday, but he insisted on doing it anyway.  
“Because they need water!” he was shouting. “I don’t wanna yell through the house, 
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dammit!”  
Erica tried to visualize herself slinking to the bottom of the futon so she could close the 
window, muffling the sound. She was not able to do this. Eventually, the sound receded.  
At 3:20, she thought Jon Pope had probably realized that she was not coming. It’s not my 
first time at the rodeo. She wondered how much longer he would stay. She saw him seated 
beneath the big, wall clock. His fingers tapped on the laminated menu. He looked back up at the 
clock and not even a single minute had passed. There was something touching about the idea of 
him staying there even after he knew that he was not going to have company. The whole room 
would change for him. It would transform from the location where he was planning to meet her, 
back into a large space where most of the booths were empty and grease had been building up for 
years on the grill. His clothing, his hair, his shoes, all of it would stop being significant in the 
special way in which things were significant when you were doing them for other people.  
The waitress would give him a sympathetic look. Take your time, honey.  
Erica was glad this had happened on her day off. She could not afford to miss a day of 
work and she had never been surer of anything in her life than she was sure that she could not 
leave the futon. She listened to the sounds around her. She heard the mini-fridge struggling in the 
heat. She heard the distant traffic on the avenue, rushing and then stopping as the light changed.  
Then she heard footsteps on the cement driveway, immediately followed by knocking. Her 
landlord probably wanted to borrow something. Once she had lent him batteries and now he 
thought of her as a hardware store. If she lay very still, he would think she was not there and leave 
her alone. 
But the knocking continued. It was insistent. She managed to get to her feet. Blood rushed 
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to her head.  
When she pulled up the door to the garage, Jon Pope was standing there.  
“Hi,” he said. He was wearing cowboy boots. She had not pictured that. He leaned back on 
his heels.  
“Hi.” 
He ran a hand through his silky dark hair. An edge of his grey t-shirt was flipped up at the 
waist of his jeans. A hole was forming in the fabric above his knee.  
“I’m here,” he said, “because I just don’t believe I could get so crazy unless this was 
mutual.”  
He took off his sunglasses. Beneath the shade of his dark eyelashes, his brown eyes were 
wide. Erica hoped he didn’t expect her to be able to look at him like that. She knew she would 
never be capable of it, and the wave of his inevitable disappointment returned, rushing over her 
shoulders and her ears, as though she had taken a step into the Pacific and not realized that the 
bottom was going to drop.  
She looked away. “I’m sorry.” 
He nodded several times. “Okay,” he said. He dropped his head into his hands. “Fuck.” 
When he raised his head again, his hairline was matted from sweat. 
In the distance, Erica could hear her landlord stomping through his house with his boots 
on. He watered his lawn in shorts and hiking boots and nothing else. He was shouting again. 
“I’m sorry I showed up here,” said Jon. “You must be freaked out.” 
“It’s okay.” 
“Don’t be polite, Erica. Please don’t be polite.” He waved a big hand at the sky. “I have 
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never been so fucking wrong about something in my life.” 
She didn’t say anything. 
 “I’m so sorry,” he said. He tapped the toe of his boot four times. “Please know that if I’d 
known that you were really not interested, I would’ve dropped it and saved us both all the 
discomfort.” 
“It’s okay.” 
“I guess I’m just another asshole ‘male artist’ projecting his desires on to you.” 
She wanted to tell him that he was not just another of anything to her.  
“I hardly even know you.” 
Now he was starting to say things that she could agree with, and that made her feel more 
relaxed, as though maybe she would be able to say something after all. 
“So I’m going to go,” he said. “I don’t want to do the whole thing where you have to make 
me feel better.” 
“Okay.” 
He reached into his pocket and pulled out the keys to his rental car.  
“Do you want some water?” she asked. 
He made a funny, silent gesture, putting a hand up, as though he were conducting traffic, 
and smiling tightly, in a way that made his lips look deceptively thin. She knew what they were 
really capable of, those lips. He backed away a few steps and then turned around and started 
walking toward the street. 
She pictured him driving back to Los Angeles. She imagined him with the radio on and the 
windows open. As soon as he got out of town, he would be on that long stretch where the 5 was a 
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two-lane road. He would watch the blurred, jagged lines of cactuses in the dirt. He would watch 
the brown hills, scattered first with cows, and then only with the green brush that could grow 
anywhere.  
As he drove past the farm lands, he would glance at the rows and rows of irrigated crops 
and feel that rush of pleasure as, by the force of his motion, he saw them transform from 
disorganized forests into parallel lines into disorganized forests into parallel lines. He would stop 
for gas at one of the stations. The sweat would be gathering between his shoulder blades. His 
mouth would feel parched. He would buy a big bottle of water and feel glad that he didn’t live in 
California anymore. By the time the 5 branched into four lanes on either side, he would be 
relieved that she hadn’t turned out to be what he thought he wanted her to be. By the time he 
arrived at the bustling oasis of LAX, he would feel certain that ultimately, she was boring and 
conventional, and she would have ended up disappointing him. She could have tried to be what he 
wanted, but it would have been painful to pretend. It all would have blown up in both their faces. 
“Wait,” he said. He was still there. He was touching the handle of his rental car, but he had 
not yet opened the door. He turned toward her. “Yes.” 
Erica walked back into the garage and she could feel his body following hers. After the 
bright sun, at first the interior looked like total darkness. In a moment, her eyes began to readjust. 
She took a cup from the drying rack, held it in the sink, and turned on the faucet. 
 
 
 
 
